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Cover
Strategic planning is crucial in direct
ing the future of the corporation.
George Werth illustrates this concept
on the cover with his colored pencil
drawing on gray paper. Werth has
been an illustrator for over 20 years,
having worked in New York, Chicago
and Houston. Born in Charleston,
South Carolina, he now produces illu
strations and design work for The
Malone Group in Jacksonville.
Jean McComb, Manager
Beth McElligott, Editor
Barry-Kidd & Associates, Inc., Design
The Malone Group, Cover Design
Barry-Kidd & Associates, Inc., Production

Prqfile has a new look. That's be
cause this magazine is intended to
be a profile of the company, and
the company has changed. It's
more sophisticated. More things
are happening. To keep you up to
date with the changes, Profile will
be published monthly.
Purpose of Profile
Profile is designed to be a forum
for sharing information, clarifying
corporate goals and priorities, re
cognizing accomplishments, and
discussing employee concerns. In
order to do all this, we need your
help.
When your department has news
to report, please write a short sum
mary, include your name and
phone number, and send it to:
Editor, Corporate Communica
tions, 4T.
Get Your Questions Answered
In the next issue of Profile, there
will be a Letters to the Editor
column. If you have comments or
questions about material in Profile
or about the company, send them
to: Letters, Corporate Communica
tions, 4T. Comments or questions
will be directed to the appropriate
areas for consideration or answers.
Letters must be signed so that
responses can be returned. With
permission, letters of general in
terest to employees will be pub
lished in Profile.
I hope you enjoy this issue and
succeeding issues of Profile. Let
me know what you think!
Beth McElligott
Editor
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Anticipated Dates
According to Demery, the strategic
plans for the market segments
should be completed by October,
with the overall corporate plan
completed by November. But he
emphasized that (a) the goal is to
do the job correctly, not quickly,
and that (b) the strategic plans will
never be final.
' ' Once we have a solid strategic
plan, we will continue to modify
and improve it, " said Demery.
"That ' s the only way it will be
effective . ' '
" By the end of the year, you will
see from strategic planning mea
surable goals for each market seg
ment , " said Hubbard. "This will
help focus all our planning efforts,
and will actually make planning a
lot simpler. Projects will be plan
ned based on a clearly stated stra
tegic direction. This should result
in higher quality plans that will
move the organization along the
path to our long term goals. ' '

Jacquoline B urke

Data Entry Operator, Private
Business Cla im.s Prepara tion

Stat isl ica I Research Associate,
Statistical

Strategic Planning
Another element critical to corpor-

competition with us today. The
rate of change is incredible. In this
industry, we have to have a good
strategic plan to survive. ' '

Leroy Fouts, Jr.

CustornPr SPrvirP
Representative B, Med B
Telephone Com m. Unit Ill

Michael S isk

Jackson ville A udit Branch

ate success is strategic planning.
J ust what is strategic planning? To
paraph rase manage ment guru
Peter Drucker, strategic planning
is a way to make major decisions
with a good understanding of what
the possible future consequences
might be. At the Florida Plan, stra
tegic planning will involve de
veloping an indepth understanding
of the markets in which the cor
poration does business. Strategic
planning will be an effort to iden
tify, understand and develop stra
tegies for dealing with the complex
health care environment in each of
those markets.
Toward that end, the corpora
tion will establish specific accoun
tabilities for planning in each of
our primary competitive markets.
In conj unction with the Corporate
Direction Task Force, they will ul
timately result in specific market
goals and strategies.
"The bottom line for us, " says
Tony H ubbard, director of Corpor
ate Planning, ' ' is that a one-year
look is not nearly enough for us to
determine the course of the indus
try . The organizations that we did
business with six months ago are in

St. Pete District Q[fice

Alberto Salierno

Claire K enney

Coral Gables A itdit Branch

Tamva Branch A udit

Docu mentation Clerk, DirPrtor
Systems Support

Docu mentation Clerk,
Corporate Project Development

Mariaelena Alvarez

At Blue Cross and Blue Shield of
Florida, 1 985 will be a pivotal year
in establishing the long term
strategic direction for the
organization.
"To survive, an organization
must face the future knowing
what it wants to be, how it wants
to get there and have clearly
established operating principles to
g u i d e b e h a v i o r , " says C arl
Demery, vice president of Plan
ning Research. ' ' In current slang,
that is expressing corporate direc
tion in terms of vision, values and
strategy, " says Demery .
Corporate Direction
Helping the organization establish
this direction is the charge of
Demery and his Task Force on Cor
porate Direction. With representa
tion from a cross section of man
agement, this group will work
directly with executive staff in
formally defining vision, values
and operating principles for the
company and in helping the organ
ization conduct a thorough busi
ness analysis .
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Secretary A, Govern ment
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fl
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Dave Dufresne, health industry analyst,
Utilization Management.

Pictured from left to righ t: Hearl Branch, manager of Government Programs Develop
ment; L arry Reynolds, m anager of Governmen t Programs Stra tegic Pla n ning; Janet
Morgan, senior ana lyst, Opera tions Control a nd Improvemen t; Bill Price, manager qf
State and Special Markets.
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A Team
Leader's Perspective

From short term to
long term

from Megatrends by John Naisbitt
reprinted with permission

Superior
customer service . . .
There is unprecedented criticism
of American business management
throughout the world today . A
great deal of this criticism is be
cause of the short-term orientation
of American managers. It is re
markable how willing American
business people are to make the
current quarter look better at the
expense of the future, to sacrifice
the future to make this year' s
bottom line a little more attractive
or less embarassing. The American
approach stands in sharp contrast
to Japan ' s sophisticated business
leadership, which often does j ust
the opposite, sacrificing now in
order to have a healthy future .
There are many signs, however,
that American managers are begin
ning to change. Long-term plan
ning has become a familiar theme
in many business circles, particu
larly for companies operating in
global markets. A m e rican
Standard, Inc. - the transporta
tion and building-products maker
- for instance, made a dramatic
short- to long-term shift after the
1 97 4 recession, a time when the
company was in very bad shape. In
1 975 American Standard ' s board
of directors added long-term in
centives to the standard annual
bonuses for top executives and
tied the bonuses to increases in
earning per share over a four-year
period . Since 1 975 profits have
grown at an annual rate of 30 per
cent and the company now has
three concurrent long-term execu
tive bonus plans.
Learning from the E nvironment
Although Japan ' s example inspir
ed part of the shift to long-range

thinking, there is another impor
tant factor behind the changes
American business is beginning to
make.
During the past decade, the de
bate over the environment and
nonrenewable resources has raised
our collective consciousness about
the dangers of the short-term
approach. As a general proposi
tion, we have become much more
sensitive to the longer-range
implications of our short-term
actions. It has become apparent to
most people, for example, that the
short-term convenience that en
couraged us to pollute the air and
water was not worth the long
range damage done to the quality
of our lives and our environment.
All the forest-products companies
now have impressive reforesting
programs as a result of the shared
realization that if we j ust kept cut
ting down trees without replant
ing, few would be left for our chil
dren and their children.
The ground is right for a shift to
long-term: Values and necessity
are coming up on the same side.
We experience change when there
is a confluence of changing values
and economic necessity . The
change in values from short-term
to long-term was amply articulated
in the environmental resources
debate. Now economic necessity is
crashing in on us in the form of
striking and perilous inability to
compete as well as Japan, indeed
as well as we used to in the world
economic market. We basically
have to reconceptualize what we
are up to. And that is what we
have begun to do.

Corporate Direction Task Force
Vision and Values
Leader
Finance/ Actuarial
Operations
Marketing/Competitive Analysis
Health Industry Services
Human Resources
Technical Support
Administrative Support
4

Carl Demery
Tom R iggs
Jackie McKenzie
John F raser
Kathleen P atneau
Al L ombana
Dave Lipp
Alan B oth

Charles Scott even has strategic

planning in his title. He's the direc
tor of Government Programs Stra
tegic Planning and is a team leader
for the second year. Antonio
Favino, senior vice president of
Operations, thinks strategic plan
ning is so important that he' s
created a permanent strategic
planning department in his area
that is managed by Scott.
' ' Understanding the customer
needs and what competitors are
doing is critical to the company, "
said Scott. ' 'The health care indus
try is going through the most radi
cal change of any industry I know.

3 . Annual Reports of competi
tors which you may run
across in your job or through
a friend or relative.
4 . Booklets describing health
coverage that you may have
read while waiting in your
doctor' s office.
5. Articles in newspapers or
magazines that you read.
In addition, we will periodically
share some of the highlights of the
competitor intelligence we gather
in future articles.

(Continued from Page 1 5)

fy the accuracy of work. This may
slow down the process, but, ac
cording to Rubio, the results are
worth it.
Al Sloan, director of PPC Custo
mer Service and Claims under
stands the importance of providing
superior service every time. "All
of the people who work with me
know I expect them to answer
each call with the intention of pro
viding the best service, " he said.
" And they' re special people be-

cause they ' re able to listen to
customer with an attitude of
pathy. The customer calls bec2
he needs help and has nowt
else to turn . And my people re
want to help. "
Odis Powell summed up the
portance of providing the 1
level of service when he stre1
that Blue Cross and Blue Shiel1
Florida is a service organizat
' ' Service is not part of
product, ' ' he said . ' ' It is
product. "

Research Report

(Continued .from Page 1 3)

Charles Scott, director of Government Pro
grams Stra tegic Plann ing.

These changes are forcing us to
make critical decisions about the
business. ' '
Scott has the largest piece of the
strategic planning pie with respon
sibility for both over-65 indivi
duals and the government market.
He said that he also has the largest
share of gray hair.
"My job is to keep asking ' How
are we going to approach and win
a large portion of the 2 . 1 million
elderly people? ' ' ' Scott said.
Scott has definite feelings about
the company's success. According
to Scott, success means " We have
to focus on the buzz words: super
ior customer service, cost contain
ment, innovation , etc. ' '
He, also, points out that the com
pany carved out a niche in the
marketplace years ago. ' ' Histor
ically, " he said , " we ' ve never
been a price leader. We were re
cognized as the leader in prepaid
health insurance through superior
products and services. We have to
offer the products and services
that are perceived to be more
valuable than those offered by
competitors. ' '

The next issue of Profile will focus
on customer perceptions of the
corporation. We'd like to know
what children ' s perceptions are .
Your child, aged 4 through 1 0 ,
can send i n a drawing, coloring,
etc . of " Blue Cross and Blue Shield
of Florida, ' ' or your child may
send in a paragraph of 25 words or
less on ' ' What is Blue Cross and

Blue Shield of Florida. ' ' The most
creative items will be published in
a future issue of Profile.
Please submit items on an
8 ½ -by- 1 1 sheet of paper to Profile,
Corporate Communications, 4T.
Attach the name, age, parents'
names, and inhouse phone num
ber. The deadline is Wednesday,
J uly 10, at 5 p.m. , so get those
entries started.

Benefits corner

Q ••

by Mimi Gilbert-Quinn

If I should die during my em
ployment, what benefits are
paid to my named beneficiary?

life insurance coverage under
Supplemental and who have satis
fied the 90-day waiting period
beyond electing the coverage , an
As an active employee , you additional benefit of 1 times
• are covered under our Basic your salary is payable to your
Group Life Insurance Program, beneficiary.
In addition, your beneficiary will
which the Company purchases for
you . This coverage includes an receive a company death benefit
Accidental Death and Dismember of two weeks salary, along with
ment benefit. The coverage is your final paycheck including any
equal to your annual salary unused vacation . If you are vested
rounded to the next even $ 1 ,000 in the Retirement Program ( ten or
more years of service) at the time
and doubled (ex . $ 1 9 , 2 00
$20,000 X 2 = $40 , 000) . If the of your death (whether employ
death is of an accidental cause, an ment has been terminated or is
additional benefit of twice your active) , your spouse will also be
salary is payable to your benefici entitled to a pre - re t i rement
ary . For those employees who spouse ' s benefit when he or she at
have elected to purchase added tains age 55 .

A•

its future. This study should
completed by November by
Public Issues Analysis and P
ning Department.
Optimum Levels of Science
This study investigates physi,
and hospital expectations of t1
around time for key Plan servi
This information will be utilize<
Professional and Provider R
tions to develop internal c:
time standards for these servi
The proj ect leader is Sar
Walczak.
To add a research project to
column, contact Jeanne LaSal�
�
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July
4-5
9
10 - 12

14
1 8 - 20

26 ;

Corporate Holiday
Press Conference for Br
ward County PPO
(Ft. Lauderdale)
BCBSA Southern Regior
Financial Conference.
Hosted by Florida Plan.
Amelia Island Plantatio1
St. Johns River City Bar
Festival
July Informational Meet
and Board of Directors
Meeting

bliomania

Competitor
Report

.puter Wizardry

Knowing the Competition

·ms of machismo, charisma, or
ever fancy name it goes by
: days, your typical Flame
er packs a public image wal
that registers somewhere
t halfway between that of a
:h mouse and a reasonably
�etic chimney sweep.
; all that, fell ow bibliophiles, I
appy to announce, is about to
ge dramatically.
{er, of course, to our ever in
ing ability to fondle the keys
computer terminal and con
up, from some arcane and
mless online database three
;and miles away, an ANSWER
"JSWERS to a user request in
orm of a computer printout
Lining the actual facts sought.
L series of references to some
ly sources that may contain
nformation sought after, but
uddy information itself!
; since the blissfully innocent
of childhood (when we first

people
Many
within our com
pany find out that
there is a Manager
of
Competitor
Analysis, call me
and say ' ' Tell me
anything you know
about the competi
tion. ' ' That used to
surprise me. But not anymore. I
realize that, as a whole, we are not
well-informed about our competi
tion. And the problem may be two
fold
we don't sufficiently
communicate the information we
have .
I n the Market Research Depart
ment, director Chuck McMillin has
set up a unit which has competitor
intelligence as one of its main
functions. But what is competitor
intelligence? It is the systematic
gathering, storage and analysis of
competitor data to create useful
competitor information . That in
formation can be disseminated
through the corporation and feed
back obtained.
Why do we need competitor in
telligence anyway? Basically, we
need to develop our company ' s
tactical and strategic responses to
actual and anticipated competitor
actions in order to win in our ex
tremely competitive mark ets.
K nowing what the competition is
doing, or is going to do, is ex
tremely important. It ' s clear that
competitor facts would give us an
edge.
W hat can we do to help our com
pany gain a competitive edge?
Well, we can start by sending all of
our tidbits of competitor data to
the Market Research Department' s
Competitor Intelligence Unit. The
types of data you may have could
include :
1 . A benefit booklet that your
spouse, friend , or relative re
ceived from a competitor.
2 . A brochure you received
in the mail outlining a cer
tain company ' s insurance
coverage.

11 Condon, Corporate Librarian

Environmental
Assessment

by Fred Bieber, Market Research

learned that if something was set
in type on the page in a book, then
it must be TRUE ! ) has there been
such a preposterously persuasive
and powerful vehicle of communi
cation as a computer printout.
If you think that I'm going to
dwell at all on the small matter
that now and again a computer
printout (particularly when it per
tains to either your light bill or
your credit card statement) con
tains a trifling error, you ' re crazy .
The fact that we librarians can
produce them at all gives us a cre
dibility, a power, a potency, and a
Charisma! that would make Merlin
himself dizzy with envy .
It is not often that science and
technology combine to put into
your hands a genuine, sound-as
dollar, certifiable, good-as-gold,
honest-to-Pete Magic Wand that
waves facts before your very eyes!
To get the facts, call extension
6409.

Twin revolutions:
realities of a
dynamic health care program

by David A . Lipp
Director, Corporate Research

Health care is different from other
g o o d s a n d s e rv i c e s in o u r
economy. A t least that's what we
believed until recently when we
realized that our health care
system is in the throes of twin
revolutions - in both the delivery
and financing of care . Let ' s
examine the older "static" view of
health care; then we'll see how
and why that view has given way
to a newer " dynamic" view.
In the static view, the market
place for health services does not
obey any of the conventional
economic forces that apply to
other markets. In contrast with
consumers of more mundane goods
and services, consumers of health
services are regarded as " pawns"

in a medical game controlled by
providers. Because of the personal
impact of illness and the patient' s
lack o f knowledge o f signs, symp
toms, and remedies, patients lack
both the information and the
power to respond as would con
sumers in other markets.
In the past, providers were re
warded economically for deliver
ing more care . As the number of
diagnostic tests or number of days
in the hospital increased for a pa
tient, so also did the revenues to
the physician or hospital. Since the
patient was largely insulated by in
surance from the costs of care, and
since providers had incentives to
provide more care, the demand for
care was effectively limitless.
The result of increases in both
the supply and demand of health
care was increases in the price and
the use of health care services, and
thus, increases in the total cost of
care. These total cost increases
were felt by individuals, by group
benefits managers, and by the
government primarily in the form
of premium increases for health
insurance.
The increased cost of health care
benefits provided an incentive for
large buyers to seek changes in the
marketplace, to make health care
supply and demand more respon
sive to market forces. And change
it they have . In recent months the
economic power - so carefully ac
cumulated and nurtured for five
decades - has shifted from those
who provide care to those who pay
for it. Those who pay for it are de
manding economic accountability
from those who provide it and in
the process are altering many his
toric ground rules of the patient
physician-hospi tal relationship
and the structure of the health
care marketplace .
I n the dynamic view, the change
attracting the most public notice
has been the shift of Medicare hos
pital payment from retrospective,
cost-based payment to prospective
payment based on diagnosis
related groups or DRGs. The Con
gress awakened to the fact that it
purchased 40 percent of the hospi-

tal industry' s product; therefore,
it had enough clout to dictate to
the hospitals the terms, product
structure, and price of their pro
duct. Providers must deliver the
services required by the patient' s
diagnosis within the price the gov
ernment has set. Any difference
between what it costs and what
the government pays will be pro
vider, not government or patient,
responsibility .
D RGs have also altered the
economic relationship between
the doctor and the hospital in the
delivery of services to Medicare
patients - and probably other pa
tients as well. Under the old, cost
based system, both doctor and hos
pital won economically when more
care was delivered. The extra diag
nostic test or extra day in the hos
p i t a l g e n e ra t e d a d d i t i o n a l
revenues while the gain in quality
of care may have been marginal at
best .
Under DRGs, the doctor wins,
but the hospital loses when the re
sou rces expended caring for pa
tients exceed a certain amount. In
effect, DRGs place the hospital at
economic risk for physician deci
sion-making and inj ect concern
about the hospital' s future finan
cial well-being into the patient
care decision.
D RGs also compel physicians to
take a greater measure of responsi
bility for the economic conse
quences of the elderly than they
did under the old cost-based sys
tem . Though the incentives for the
physician are indirect, they appear
to be a significant factor in the 1 5
to 2 0 percent reduction i n in
patient hospital length-of-stay for
Medicare patients.
Few outside the insurance indus
try fully understand the degree to
which the recent health care cost
inflation has affected our private
health insurance system. In future
columns, we' 11 examine several
other forces operating in the
health care system which may
have an even greater long-term im
pact on physicians, hospitals, and
patients than the movement of
Medicare to prospective payment.
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Corporate Citizenship

Superior customer service ...
or how to survive
in today's marketplace

Embracing the
challenge

Deborah Cobb, coordin ator for the Corporate Caring Program, receives the Senior Citi
zens Day Group A ward on behalf of the corporation as Mike Cascone woks on.

E mployee Commitment: Corporate
Caring
On May 1 7 , 1 985, the city of J ack
sonville sponsored the 24th An
nual Senior Citizens Day celebra
tion. This celebration included an
awards presentation following a
speech given by Mayor Jake God
bold. Blue Cross and Blue Shield of
F]orida received the city' s Group
A ward in recognition of the ac
complishments of the Corporate
Caring Program.
That kind of recognition, given
to Blue Cross and Blue Shield of
Florida by the community, grew
out of teamwork . A small group of
committed employees became in
volved in the Corporate Caring
Program in March of 1 983 .
The Corporate Caring Program,
which is sponsored through the
Mayor's Office, encourages large
companies to adopt a local retire
ment living facility. The city ' s pro
gram began in 1 98 1 and gained na
tional attention through a tele6

v1s10n mm1-series, " Su rviving
Reaganomics, ' ' which aired in sev
eral states. The term " adopt " does
not imply a corporate contribu
tions program; it is an employee in
volvement program .
Pat Fitzpatrick, employee rela
tions specialist in Human Re
sources, approached the Employ
ees' Club at that time. The Em
ployees' Club boosters polled em
ployees on each floor to measure
the level of interest. The corpora
tion was prepared to support this
type of program, if there was suffi
cient interest. Ninety-eight per
cent of employees polled said they
thought getting involved in the
city ' s Corporate Caring Program
was a good idea.
A dedicated core group develop
ed out of this ninety-eight percent,
and, right from the beginning,
they demonstrated the kind of
drive and enthusiasm it takes to
b u i l d an effective program .
Deborah Cobb, rating analyst in

Rating and Underwriting, was, and
is, an instrumental part of that
group of dedicated individuals.
' ' I ' ve always wanted to work
with seniors, ' ' said Cobb . ' 'The
Corporate Caring Program has
given me the kind of fulfillment
I ' ve been looking for a long time . "
Deborah has been coordinator for
the Corporate Caring Program
since it began.
E mployees' Club members visit
ed retirement homes around Jack
sonville before making their final
decision to " adopt" residents of
the Cathedral Townhouse . Accord
ing to Cobb, the primary objective
of this review process was " to se
lect residents who needed some
one, " rather than those who j ust
wanted someone . The Corporate
Caring members identified Cathe
dral Townhouse residents as hav
ing the greatest need for fellow
ship. The vote to adopt Cathedral
Townhouse was unanimous.
The Cathedral Townhouse also
has its own coordinator for the
Corporate Caring Program . For the
last two years, resident Mary
Apple has been working closely
with Deborah Cobb and other par
ticipating employees.
Apple said that coordinating the
program is " loads of fun. " She
added, ' ' Deborah is lovely to work
with. E veryone that comes over
here is awfully nice to us. ' '
The next big Corporate Caring
event scheduled is a combined
Labor Day /Grandparents Day cele
bration . This will include a catered
barbecue lunch followed by re
creational games. The event is
scheduled for noon on Saturday,
September 7, but employees don't
have to wait until then to get
involved. Some employees have
been known to make unofficial
visits to the Townhouse to surprise
residents by washing their cars!
Manag ernent Commitment:
Community and Member R elations
Solid evidence of management ' s
active commitment to corporate

Providing superior customer serv
ice is a primary corporate goal.
Odis Powell, vice president of
Customer Relations, stressed that
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of
Florida is a service organization.
The level of service provided to
our subscribers, decision-makers,
providers, professionals and others
is directly or indirectly affected by
every department and every em
ployee in the corporation.
Said Powell, "We must all under
stand that we are here to satisfy
the needs of our customers. We
must do so in a manner that will
make them not only want to con
tinue doing business with us but
also to want to encourage their
friends and neighbors to do like
wise. ' ' He added, ' ' To do anything
less is simply not in our individual
or corporate best interest. ' '
I n addition, he cited data reveal
ing that 90 percent of unhappy
customers won ' t complain, but
they will take their business else
where . "So you ' d better pay heed
to that small sample of customers
who do complain . They are provid
ing you with an opportunity to cor
rect the problem, " said Powell. He
went further to explain that each
unhappy customer speaks to an
average of nine people about his
dissatisfaction. Also, today' s cus
tomer is more educated and more
aware of what he should be receiv
ing for his money.
A group of management person
nel, the Superior Customer Service
Work Group, has been formed to
develop strategies to ensure the
corporation will achieve and then
maintain a superior level of serv
ice . The group is working together
with executive staff and other key
individuals to identify problems
that have a negative effect on
service . The group will raise cor
porate awareness so that every
employee will have a clear under
standing of his or her role in serv
ice delivery.
Powell strongly emphasized the
high priority of providing superior
service . He said, " If we are to con-

tinue as a viable, progressive and
successful company, we must
achieve our goal of superior custo
mer service. "
Mario Rubio, director of Mem
bership and Billing, said his area is
keenly aware of the need for pro
viding superior customer service .
" That ' s the name of the game for
us, ' ' he said . ' 'We live with service
day in and day out. ' '
When asked what tools his em
ployees use to ensure that custo
mer service remains top priority,
Rubio explained that they try to
view every task from the custo
mer's point of view . " To me,
w e ' ve only completed a sale when

What
•
IS a
customer?

the ID cards are in the hands of
customer, " Rubio said .
Rubio described the Custo1
Relations Division as a catalyst
improving customer service as the beginning and end of cu
mer service delivery . In additi
he stressed the importance of q1
ity. "I think customers are wil
to wait a little if that means th€
receive accurate, courteous ;
professional service, ' ' he s.
' ' After all, people buy insura
for peace of mind. We don' t w
to complicate their lives by ser
ing accounts improperly. " Rub
area uses various methods to v
(Continued on Pag

®

A customer is the most important per
son ever in this office, in person, on
the phone, by mail, or by a card in our
files.
A customer is not dependent upon us,
we are dependent upon him. Blue
Cross and Blue Shield could not go
very far without customers.
A customer is not an interruption of
our work, he is the purpose of it. We
are not doing him a favor by serving
him , he is doing us a favor by giving us
an opportunity to do so .
A customer is not an outsider to our
business, he is a part of it.
A customer is not a cold statistic - a

®

name on an application card or bi
form. He is a flesh and blood hu
being, with feelings and emotions
our own; and when he or a membi
his family is ill, he is especially si
tive, needs pleasant attention, un
standing and help.
A customer is not someone to a
with. Nobody ever really won an a
ment with a customer any more ·
the salesperson really wins an a
ment with a customer who's ah
right.
A customer is a person who brin�
his wants. It's our job to fill his w
to the best of our ability - with be1
to him and to ourselves.

Personnel
Issues

�ws
tinued from Page 9)

em. According to Kaminskas,
ensures that the need for a
level of education and under
ding on the part of the buyer
be met .
:cause of the breakthrough naof the concepts behind this
luct, a special unit has been
blished within Membership
Billing to handle most of the
inistrative tasks. " But all
ns will be handled by the PPO
, ' ' said Mike Guyot, director of
ct Sales.

Self-nomination
by Nathan Hays

According to Guyot, incorpora
tion of these features reflects the
overall direction of the company.
' 'They show that we are taking an
aggressive approach to meeting
the needs of individuals i n
Florida, ' ' said Guyot.
Said Kaminskas, ' ' Developing
and implementing this product
took some heavy commitments
from a lot of people . ' ' Participa
ting areas included Membership
and Billing, PPO, Finance, Statisti
cal, and Advertising.

UMS

Lera! Motors Quarterly Performance: Florida
11 # 1 in Service

1e Michigan Plan recently
ranked Blue Cross and Blue
ld of Florida as top Plan in the
)n in service performance for
eral Motors for the third and
th quarters of 1 984 . The
ida Plan ' s # 1 ranking is based
omparative performance mea
ments against 5 1 other Plans.
iteria used for ranking the
panies include measurable
s based on cycle time for pro
tng claims as well as qualita
measurements of service.
feel great about it, ' ' said
:e Warner, manager of Special
1ps, when asked about her
's performance. ' ' Our goal was
� number one in service perfor
ce, " she added . " Now it' s to
number one . ' '

Two years ago the Motors unit
was struggling to meet the cycle
time for processing claims and in
quiries. At that time, Motors re
sponded to 57 . 7 percent of inquir
ies within the 1 4-day tum-around
time; now 97 percent of inquiries
are answered within that time
frame.
Quantity of service isn't the only
obj ective of this area. "They con
sistently maintain a very low error
rate, ' ' said Warner.
Warner stressed that the area' s
performance i s repeatedly a n in
spiration to her. "A lot of times
the level of performance has been
motivating for me to watch - the
supervisors, examiners, and custo
mer service reps - virtually the
entire department. ' '

test Group Sold

i Torgerson, sales representafor the Gainesville District
�e, sold the largest new ac
tt of the 80s by selling the Uni
tty of Florida Student Group.
new sale represents over
0 new subscribers - our
nd largest enrolled account
1 . 2 million dollars in annual

health premiums. This new sale
will become effective in August
1 985 .
Torgerson used a sales strategy
which included the strength of the
corporation ' s name, identification
card recognition , and cost contain
ment efforts.

The success of Blue Cross and Blue
Shield of Florida depends upon the
success of its people . The self
nomination policy encourages em
ployees to further their careers
within the corporation while pro
viding management with qualified
i n t e rnal appli cants . A pproxi
mately forty percent of open posi
tions, are filled through this
process.
Listed below are guidelines to
aid you when you see that " ideal"
position posted :
• B e Selective: Apply for a posi
tion only if it fits your per
sonal and professional career
goals. Concentrate on the job
responsibilities instead of the
job title or salary grade.
• Be Qualified: Read the job re
quirements carefully - re
member that these are the
minimum required for the pos
ition. Use the appropriate
space, and, preferably, attach
your resume to identify your
qualifications.
• Be Timely: Complete the ap
plication correctly, neatly and
in a timely manner. Make the
first impression a good one .
• Be Persistent: Don't disregard
the process b ecause you
haven 't been selected pre
viously. Seek answers and spe
cific feedback from the hiring
manager or the recruiter re
garding why you weren' t se
lected, and take the necessary
developmental steps before
you apply for similar positions.
We hope that these ideas help. If
you have any questions, please
contact your corporate recruiter:
Molly Clark - Health Industry
Services - 6737
Nathan Hays - Administration 8462
Gayle Clark - Government
Programs - 6685
Vickie Scott-Murph - Private
Business Operations - 6 1 68
Valerie Strickland - Marketing
and Public Affairs - 6802
H oward Conner - Finance - 6308

citizenship is the recent formation
of the Community and Member Re
lations Division. This new division,
which officially began operation
on May 1 , was created to establish
a more prominent corporate pres
ence in the community.
The Community and Member Re
lations staff is responsible for de
veloping programs which enhance
our relationships with community
leaders and with Blue Cross and
Blue Shield of Florida members.
Barbara H unter, director for the
division, expressed the area's dedi
cation to " enhance the level of re
cognition of Blue Cross and Blue
Shield of Florida as a corporate
citizen. ' '
A wide variety of programs are
being developed and implemented
in order to achieve this obj ective.
A Corporate Contributions Com
mittee is being formed to develop
criteria for corporate contributions
and to facilitate the implementa
tion of our Corporate Contribu
tions Program .
The Community and Member Re
lations staff has already become
immersed in community activities
and events on both the local and
state levels. The company sup
ported the recent Special Olympics
competition at the state level by
purchasing a gold medal for the
event . Through this department,
the company is also involved in the
Gator Bowl Association member
ship drive, corporate membership
in the NAACP, and the State and
Local Chamber of Commerce mem
bership drive.
Recent involvement at the local
level also included a corporate
contribution to the Jacksonville
W o lfson C h i l d re n ' s H o s p i t a l
through that organization' s tele
thon.
To better identify and address
the needs of all Floridians, Com
munity and Member Relations is
setting up a state-wide speakers
bureau . In addition, this division
also oversees the Member Advi
sory Council program managed by
Jimmy K elly.

More Involvement: St. Pete and
Tampa Offices Support Telethon

Approximately seventeen employ
ees of the St. Petersburg and
Tampa District Offices recently
participated in the All Children's
Hospital telethon. These employ
ees exemplified commitment by
getting up Sunday morning, J une
2 , to man all the telethon' s tele
phones from 6 : 00 a.m. to 8 : 30 a. m .
Jim Van Wagner, manager of
PPO for the western region of the
state, had participated in the tele
thon last year. This year, he round
ed up his office' s employees pri
marily by word-of-mouth, as many
were interested after hearing
about his previous participation .
' 'It was a good team effort, ' ' Van
Wagner said. "We had 1 00 percent
participation - all the people who
s a i d t h e y ' d part i c i p a t e d i d
participate . ' '
The participants were provided
with T-shirts reading ' ' All Chil
dren ' s Hospital Telethon. " Van

Wagner stressed that recognition
was gained for Blue Cross and Blue
Shield of Florida. ' ' Three or four
employees were able to say the
company name on the air, ' ' he
said .
Upcoming Special E vent:
St. John' s R iver City Band
Festival

Blue Cross and Blue Shield of
Florida is sponsoring the St. John' s
River City Band Day scheduled for
Sunday, July 1 4 . All employees
are invited to participate by at
tending this event to be held in
Festival Park next to Channel 7
and the Gator Bowl . The Band will
begin open rehearsal from 3 : 00 5 : 00 p . m . and the concert will offi
cially begin at 6 : 00 p . m . The guest
artist will be Mac F rampton and
the company will sponsor a picnic
at 5 : 00 p . m. under the pavilion at
Festival Park.
Watch the bulletin boards for
special postings.

I
I

Bonnie Blaess, secretary in Media Rela tions, enjoys sha ring at the Corporate Caring
p icnic.
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News

Manager's Notebook
Corporate Direction:
Its Key Role in
Strategic Management

I
Randy Simrrwns, ma nager of Sm a ll G roup
Produ cts.

Traditional plus
reaches goal by midyear

T

raditional Plus is being receiv
ed well in the marketplace to
the extent that it has far exceeded
expectations. The goal set for 1 985
was to have 1 0 , 000 Traditional
Plus subscribers by the end of the
year. That goal will be reached
within the first four months of the
product' s life when the enrollment
of the University of Florida ( with
approximately 7 , 000 contracts) is
completed.
When asked about how this mar
ket is being addressed by competi
tors, Randy Simmons, manager of
Small Group Products, explained
that we' re the first major carrier in
Florida to offer cost containment
features as a package in the small
group market. ' ' It appears that we
were on the leading edge of getting
a package out, ' ' said Simmons .
Prior to the development of the
Traditional Plus package, only
groups with over 200 members
could request cost containment
features. Now small groups (under
200) can utilize three of our most
popular cost containment features
(Mandatory Second Surgical Opin-

8

ion, Preadmission Certification, West Building under the parking
and Preadmission Testing) without garage . The training rooms located
sacrificing the freedom of choice on the third floor of the Center
of physicians and providers associ Building will be converted into of
ated with " traditional" insurance fice space as part of the plan to
packages.
provide sufficient office space for
Simmons led the work group re this year.
sponsible for assimilating this
"We're creating a professional
package. The group, which began atmosphere that is warm and at
work in October 1 984, was chal tractive, " said John Nunn , man
lenged to put together a package ager of Facilities. The quality of
of cost containment features that construction materials and finishes
complement each other by assur is helping make this goal a realistic
ing the highest quality of service one . The company has planned the
with the greatest possible savings. new area carefully by taking into
Simmons attributes the success consideration any weaknesses of
of this product to the level of com the current training area on 3
mitment exhibited by each area of Center.
the company involved in the work
The new training and conference
group. Total commitment on the
area
will provide more space in
part of these areas made it possible
for Traditional Plus to be available terms of square footage as well as
ahead of schedule . The goal was to number of rooms; there will be
have the product on the market by two additional meeting rooms and
July of this year - Traditional Plus a separate break room in the West
became available to small groups Building training area. These addi
tions will result in an increase in
in May.
Areas represented in the work conference room seating capacity
group include: Product Manage by 1 1 4 seats. Standard conven
ment, Product Development, Act iences, such as restrooms and
uary, Utilization Management, drinking fountains, will be a part
U t i lization A n a l y s i s , P rivate of the facility.
Economy of space best describes
Business Operation, Contract Com
pliance, Advertising and Promo the auditorium being constru cted
as part of the West Building train
tion, and Systems Support .
The primary objective for de ing area. Two recessed entrances
veloping the package is to posi open into the auditorium which is
tively influence the utilization of actually smaller in terms of square
groups that purchase it. The effec footage than the present auditor
tiveness of the program will be ium on 3 Center. However, the
evaluated and any necessary ad seating capacity is greater because
j ustments will be made to assure of better architectural planning.
There are no columns or other
that effectiveness.
' 'Cost containment programs are visual obstructions between the
the future, ' ' said Simmons. ' ' We audience seating and the stage . In
must keep abreast of new pro addition, the auditorium ' s square
shape lends itself to flexibility grams or we ' ll fall behind . "
the stage can be set up on any one
of three sides of the room.
Unlike the current training and
West building site of
conference area, this new area will
new training facility
be attractively marked by a recep
tion area. This area will feature
onstruction is almost complete wooden baseboards and a wooden
as the training and conference chair rail similar to those found on
rooms are being recreated - with the 20th floor. The wall covering
significant improvements - in the for the reception area and corri-

C

by Al Lornbana

c1s10ns. Quarterly reports will be
issued on the findings, with the
first Direct Pay report scheduled
to be issued by July. The first
Local Group report is scheduled
for distribution in late October.
Project leaders are Millie Faulk
W ebb and Barb Bickart in Market
Research.
Opportunities in the Life Care
Market for B lue Cross and B lue
Shield of Florida, Inc.

Life Care or continuing care retire
ment communities provide hous
ing and health services to the eld
erly. Carolin R obotham, Corporate
Research Department, analyzed
the industry and identified serv
ices Blue Cross and Blue Shield of
Florida could provide to this
market.
R esolution of Problems and
E rrors

Read this study to find out how
physicians, hospitals and our inter
nal personnel rate the Plan' s qual
ity of service that physicians and
hospitals receive. The study also
identifies the service problems
that pose the greatest threat to our
quality image. Janet Stanko of
Corporate Research has managed
the research portion of the state
wide survey and Professional/Pro
vider Relations will coordinate
problem resolution activities.
Image Tracking Study
The Public Issues Analysis and
Planning Department conducts on
going research of the public' s per
ception of Blue Cross and Blue
Shield of Florida as a function of
the influences of advertising,
media exposure , and personal
experience . Contact project leader
K irk
more
P am e l a
for
information.
Study of Florida' s H ealth Care
System
This study will assess Florida' s

health care system and how ex
perts and leaders in the health care
industry perceive the system and

(Continued on Page 1 7)

Executive staff has commissioned
Additionally, part of the t,
a task force called the Corporate force 's work includes extensive
Direction Task Force. Members of view of source documents suet
this task force are: Carl Demery, minutes, reports, formal preser
Leader; Tom R iggs, Finance / tions and research documents.
A c t u arial ; Jackie McK enz ie, of these efforts are being unc
Operations; John Fraser, Market taken with the primary purposE
ing; Kathleen Patneau, HIS; Dave ensuring a framework be
L ipp, Corporate Research ; Al undertaken for analyzing and I
L ombana, Human Resources; and senting to executive staff, ,
Alan Both, Corporate Planning.
other management, all critical c
that make up the de1
The Corporate Direction Task siderations
mination
of
corporate directior
Force, now fully staffed, began its
of our strategic managem
work the last week of May. Its part
effort.
charge will be the following:
• to assist executive staff in the
In addition to weekly prog1
formulation and development reports to executive staff, C
of the corporate foundation Demery (the chairman) will C(
(including mission, objectives, municate to management and P
goals, major operating poli employees through informal
cies, visions and values, etc.) leases and through the use of
• to conduct a strategic business Profi!,e ( as is being done for
analysis which will serve as a Plan employees in this issue).
basis for the development of a
A very important sidelight to 1
corporate strategy.
major strategic undertaking is
The business analysis will be a fact that the Corporate Direct
comprehensive research effort Task Force members have been
that encompasses environmental sembled and are being utilized
analysis, industry analysis, compe accordance with the Corpor
titive analysis and corporate self Task Force Policy (Policy # 1 (
analysis. Executive staff considers Human Resource Policy and Pre
this information as part of its man dure Manual, effective July
agement responsibility in corpor 1 984) .
ate strategic management.
The rapidly changing dema
Concurrently working other ma and environmental forces aff(
jor issues or elements of strategic ing our company make it necess
management are task forces on to respond to issues and opportt
Hospital Reimbursement, Custo ties of major corporate magnit1
mer Service, and the Triple Option through the use of task forces. 1
(HMO, PPO, Traditional), as well as may be asked to contribute. Be
planning unit teams in the Over 65 aware of your responsibilities i
market and HMO. Subsequent accountabilities, as defined by
issue teams and planning unit Corporate Task Force Policy,
teams will be activated to support greatly enhance your effecti
ness as a contributing member.
our strategic planning efforts.
Referring again to the Corporate
Direction Task Force, part of the
design and analysis for this group
includes extensive interviewing
and communication with units
throughout the company. It is very
possible , therefore, that you in
dividually, or your unit, may be
contacted by any of the above list
ed members to assist in some way .

Ignoring the environment
which we compete, or the curr
condition that the company i�
can be devastating errors and ri
not worth taking. Blue Cross �
Blue Shield of Florida is kee
aware of this and is carrying out
responsibilities to strategic�
navigate into the future and ,
the marketplace .
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Cost containment programs are the
future, " said Simmons. " We must keep
abreast of new programs or we 'll fall
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;is "Fritz" B. L ongley celebrated h is
,ervice A n n i versary i n May. Longley
,ales Co nsu lta n t I .for the Marketing
ir,r, _

'

---

Henry James, Engineering a n d Ma i n te

n a n ce, h as been with the Florida Plan for
1 6 years. In that time he h as not m issed a
single day qf ll'Ork .

--------- -------

-

---

>yees receive certificates of appreciation . from the Sem inole Cou nty School Boa rd.
·ed from le.ft to righ t: Jim Mose, district sa les m a n ager in the Orlan do District
: A nn L undy, group accoun t specia list in Membership a n d Billing; Maureen
i, customer service represen ta tive in Ma_jor A ccou n ts; a nd Marty Thorsen, district
n a n ager in the Ft. Lauderdale District Office.

Lindstrom, research analyst
orporate Research, was re
y quoted in Issues Manage
: Newsletter. He described the
:al need for corporate re
:h to monitor issues and
is for effective strategic
ling.
rn Glenn, director of Corpor
Accounting, is coordinating
'lorida Plan effort to host the
,A Southern Regional Finan-

cial Conference at Amelia Island
Plantation on July 10 through 1 2 .
Fireworks are promised as B ill
Condon, corporate research librar
ian, chairs the City of Jackson
ville' s Fourth of July Celebration.
Mike H ightower, vice president
of Governmental and Legislative
Relations, has agreed to head the
Professional Division of United
Way of Jackson ville.

At any given time, many issues are
being researched in the corpora
tion. This column summarizes
some of the research papers that
are currently available. It also
notes studies that are planned.

dors has the appearance of grass
cloth.
The W est B uilding meeting
rooms will be operational in early
July.

Local Group Cancellation Study
A mail survey was conducted of
groups who cancelled their con
tracts October 1 984 through Feb
ruary 1 985 . Reasons for cancella
tion were gathered. This study was
requested by the Local Group Sales
D e part m e n t . C o n tact proj e c t
leader Millie Faulk-Webb, Market
Research, for more information.

Plan installs fraud hotline

I

Over 65 - Market Cancellation
Summary
This is a summary of the findings
from seven past cancellation
studies along with data from re
cent cancellees. The report discus
ses the major reasons for the can
cellation of Medicare Supplement
policies which were identified in
past research studies with compar
ison to recent cancellation rea
sons. Contact project leader Barb
B ickart, Market Research, for
more information.
Customer Service Study
Market Research is working with
Benefits Administration on a sur
vey which will identify customer
expectations and satisfaction rela
tive to health insurers. This study
will support the efforts of Private
Business Operations to understand
customer needs regarding service.
A telephone survey will be con
ducted of both BCBSF and non
BCBSF customers. The proj ect is
schedu led for completion i n
August. Barb Bickart i n Market Re
search is project leader.
Customer Decision Monitoring
System
Ongoing research of Direct Pay
and Local Group customers who
purchase, renew, or cancel a con
tract is conducted in the Market
Research Department. A monthly
mail survey identifies maj or fac
tors which influence customer de-

- Randy S immons

behind.

Research Report

compiled by Jeanne LaSala

t

n the next few weeks, Blue
Cross and Blue Shield of Florida
will install a toll-free health insur
ance fraud hotline. The hotline , es
tablished by the Internal Audit De
partment, should save both the
corporation and customers money.
The fraud hotline enhances the
Corporation ' s existing Fraud De
tection Unit . Since 1 978, the Cor
poration's Fraud Unit has regu
larly investigated reports of fraud
and has recovered over a quarter
of a million dollars. The Fraud Unit
is staffed by four experienced in
vestigators: Nancy Bradford, Phil
Sikora, H elen DePierro, and Dot
Griggs.
' ' Health insurance fraud costs
the insurance industry an esti
mated three to five percent of
total payout each year, ' ' said Ken
Thurston, general auditor.
Currently the department re
ceives most of its tips through
written referrals from subscribers,
providers and employees and re
ceives about five direct calls each
month. According to Nancy Brad
ford, senior auditor, telephone re
ferrals are expected to increase to
about 1 00 calls per month after in
stallation of the Hotline and the re
sulting publicity .
The toll-free hotline will be
available Monday through Friday
from 8 a . m . until 4 : 30 p . m . The
number will be posted on bulletin
boards as soon as it is available .
Employees may also call the inter
nal number, extension 6548.
The hotline should only be used
for suspected fraud cases involv
ing Blue Cross and Blue Shield
claims. Calls received for claims in
formation, customer service prob
lems or Medicare fraud will be

referred to the appropri ate depart
ment for action . Callers may re
main anonymous.
What Is Fraud?
Fraud is the taking, or the attempt
to take, corporate money, pro
perty or other corporate assets
through intentional misrepresen
tation causing loss to the Plan.
A fraud case might be a physi
cian charging for medical services
that were not performed. A con
sumer sharing his insurance card
with another person is another
example.
' 'One interesting case was a med
ical clinic employee, ' ' said Phil
Sikora, internal auditor. ' 'She sub
mitted 27 fraudulent surgery
claims and received nearly
$30 , 000 . " Hers was an open and
shut case. For example, among the
list she had claimed the amputa
tion of two fingers. The woman
denied any wrongdoing but all her
fingers were intact when she was
arrested.
Prosecution
Blue Cross and Blue Shield will re
port all fraudulent activities to the
State Division of Insurance Fraud
for prosecution .
"We will pursue full recovery of
the fraud amount plus investiga
tive costs, " said Thurston. "We
plan to be very visible in the inves
tigation and prevention of health
insurance fraud . ' '
Plan offers first
PPO for individuals

P

referred Patient Care, the Blue
Cross and Blue Shield of Flori
da preferred provider organization
(PPO) , became available to the di
rect pay market in the middle of
June. The company' s main obj ec
tive while developing this option
for individuals was to take advan
tage of already established PPO
networks. In effect , the group PPO
contract was modified so that it

could be marketed to individual
customers .
Karen Kaminskas, product man
ager in Direct Sales, described put
ting together this new product as
" quite an effort. " Many new bill
ing and rating techniques were
adopted to make this a viable pro
duct. The product is a true break
through effort for the corporation
primarily because it is the first di
rect sale PPO approved by the De
partment of Insurance for sale in
Florida.
Additional features make this a
highly innovative product. For ex
ample, for the first time , depen
dent coverage will be billed and
administered based on a multi
tiered rating structure. Before
this, coverage was broken into
only two categories: single and
family, with family rates being
based on one figure without regard
for the number of children in a
given family . The rating structure
for the new product takes into
account the number of family
members.
Direct pay PPO customers are of
fered another first-time feature in
the form of a non-smoker dis
count. In addition, with this pro
duct, the company has the ability
to underwrite and rate two sub
standard health risk classifica
tions. Coverage can be given to
individuals who under Dimension
III would have been issued riders
excluding certain conditions, or
who would have been refused
coverage altogether.
The direct pay PPO also has the
feature of occupational rating.
Rates for those involved in hazar
dous professions will be 1 5 percent
higher than for those with low risk
occupations. A coordination of
benefits provision has also been
implemented here for the first
time on a direct pay contract.
Preferred Patient Care for indi
vidual customers will initially be
distributed exclusively through
the contracting General Agency
(Continued on Page 1 4)
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Gavel Club hosts luncheon
for graduates
The Gavel Club hosted a luncheon
for its graduates on April 30, 1 985 ,
at the Sheraton at St. Johns Place.
Below are the graduates . Their
plaques were presented by Robert
Nocito, Gavel Club president at
that time.

CELEBRATING OURSELVES: Employee Appreciation Day

'\.'

I

Mary Durant, quality assu ra n cP a na lyst,
Qua/if.lJ Ass u ra ncP.

L isa P eyton, a n a lyst,
Pro 1• irlPr SPri•iN>s.

Profess io n a l/

The Exception a l Voices of Blue Cross and Blue Sh ield of Florida serve the com munity
with sound.

The Exceptional Voices of Blue
Cross and Blue Shield of Florida
were honored for their contribu
tion to the community on April 28
of this year by the local chapter of
Alpha Gamma sorority. The gospel
singing group is comprised of ap
proximately thirty- five active
members, primarily Blue Cross and
Blue Shield of Florida employees.
The recent award came as ' 'quite
a shock ' ' to the group, according to
Jacquelyne Baxter, hearing officer
for Medicare B and active member
of the group. "We weren ' t looking
for anything like this, " she said.
The group first performed in the
company ' s variety show . This
August will mark the second anni
versary of the group. Besides per
forming for the Plan, the inter
denominational group performs
for local churches and accepts no

10

compensation for any services.
That a community group would
target them for an award was not
anticipated.
The Exceptional Voices of Blue
Cross and Blue Shield of Florida
perform about twice a month
which requires about six hours of
practice each month .
The group is made up of employ
ees from all areas and levels of the
corporation. " W e ' re open to any
one who wants to sing, ' ' empha
sized Baxter. ' ' We have no formal
membership rules and no dues. We
j ust like to get together and sing. ' '
There appears to be one hard
and-fast rule the group follows:
they' re the Exceptional Voices of
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of
Florida. "We feel very strongly
about that, ' ' said Baxter. ' ' We feel
proud to carry the company name
everywhere we go. ' '

-

Jean Becker, sen ior advisor, Pu blix Tota l
SPn 1 ic·p Un il, Major Accmmls.

C
Bertha Scott, cla ims exa m iner, Cen tra l
Cert ifica t ion.

Tonie Heggs, a clfustmen t cla i ms e.ram i
ner, Federa l Major Medica l in Priva te
Business.

The Employee Appreciation Day
was held on May 23. Employees
were allotted a full hour for lunch .
There was a big turn-out in the
R o s e l l e S t re e t park i n g area
between the hours of 1 1 : 30 a. m.
and 2 : 00 p.m.
The Employees' Club boosters
began decorating for the event at
8 : 00 a. m . that morning. Colorful
balloons accented the parking
area. The decorations, combined
with a variety of music provided
by Arthur Crofton, disc jockey for
W AIV 97 FM radio station, pre
pared the way for a special lunch
for everyone.
Establishing a variety of ways
for communicating the company' s
appreciation o f its employees is
very important to the Plan . " How
employees are treated and how
they feel about the corporation
and about us as a company is ex
tremely important, ' ' said George
Cassady, vice president of Human
Resources.
Cassady explained the strategy
behind the T-shirts that were
given away as part of the celebra
tion. The T-shirts promoted the
theme ' ' I ' m Superior Customer
Service . ' '
" We know the T-shirts won' t
create immediate superior custo
mer service, " he said. " But we
wanted to raise the awareness of
our employees in the corporation.
We want employees to know that
they can help the corporation
achieve this goal. ' '
Cassady emphasized that efforts
are being made to improve employee relations. "We're not at a
utopia stage yet, but I believe we
recognize that, ' ' he said.
These employee events repre
sent one of the ways the company
recognizes employees. Cassady
explained that plans for E mployee
Appreciation Day were based on
suggestions that people would like
to see more frequent and smaller
events. ' ' Our employees are
important to us and that goes for
their feedback, too, " said Cassady.
"We can't always do what they
suggest, but we can always hear
and consider it. ' '

A wesome, awesome, a wesome is the most accurate description of the day. Pictured fr
left to right: Karen A usum, Systems Development; Sheila A usum, Project Office; l
Scott A usum, Systems Development.

Jimmy Kelly, m a nager of the Member A d
v isory Cou ncil p rogra m , enjoys being
apprecia ted.

Secu rity was tigh t for Employee Appre
l ion Day. Pictu red a re: Paul Meehan,
cu rity qfficer, and Johnny Jones, sec1
leader, for Safety a n d Secu rity.

Blue Cross team two wins
southeast regional championship
Blue Cross and Blue Shield
The ninth annual Southeast Re
gional Blue Cross and Blue Shield Florida was represented by t
Softball Tournament was held in men' s teams, Blue Cross Team C
Columbia, S. C . , on M ay 25 and 26. and Blue Cross Team Two, and t
For all nine years of the tourna women's teams, Blue Cross Te
ment, the Florida Plan has domi One and Blue Cross Team T,
nated the Men ' s Division. This The following Blue Cross Pl:
year, Florida Blue Cross Team Two participated in the tourname
came out of the losers' bracket to Florida, Georgia (Columbus), A
defeat Florida Blue Cross Team bama, South Carolina, Mississii:
One twice on the final day of the Louisiana, and Tennessee .
tournament.
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Gavel Club hosts luncheon
for graduates
The Gavel Club hosted a luncheon
for its graduates on April 30, 1 985 ,
at the Sheraton at St . Johns Place.
Below are the graduates . Their
plaques were presented by Robert
Nocito, Gavel Club president at
that time.
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Medicare B and active member
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anything like this, ' ' she said .
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1pany ' s variety show . This
�ust will mark the second anni
sary of the group. Besides per
ning for the Plan , the inter
_ominational group performs
local churches and accepts no

compensation for any services.
That a community group would
target them for an award was not
anticipated.
The Exceptional Voices of Blue
Cross and Blue Shield of Florida
perform about twice a month
which requires about six hours of
practice each month.
The group is made up of employ
ees from all areas and levels of the
corporation. ' ' We ' re open to any
one who wants to sing, ' ' empha
sized Baxter. "We have no formal
membership rules and no dues. We
just like to get together and sing. ' '
There appears to be one hard
and-fast rule the group follows:
they ' re the Exceptional Voices of
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of
Florida. ' ' We feel very strongly
about that, " said Baxter. " We feel
proud to carry the company name
everywhere we go . "
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Tonie Heggs, adjustmen t cla i ms exa m iner, Federa l Major Medical in Priva te
Business.

CELEBRATING OURSELVES: Employee Appreciation Day
The Employee Appreciation Day
was held on May 2 3 . Employees
were allotted a full hour for lunch .
There was a big turn-out in the
R o s e l l e S t re e t park i ng area
between the hours of 1 1 : 30 a. m.
and 2 : 00 p. m .
The Employees' Club boosters
began decorating for the event at
8 : 00 a. m. that morning. Colorful
balloons accented the parking
area. The decorations, combined
with a variety of music provided
by Arthur Crofton, disc jockey for
W AIV 97 FM radio station, pre
pared the way for a special lunch
for everyone .
Establishing a variety of ways
for communicating the company' s A wesome, awesome, a wesome is the most accurate description of the day. Picturedfrom
appreciation o f its employees is
left to right: Karen A usum, Systems Development; Sheila A usum, Project Office; and
very important to the Plan . ' ' How Scott A usum, Systems Development.
employees are treated and how
they feel about the corporation
and about us as a company is ex
tremely important, ' ' said George
Cassady, vice president of Human
Resources.
Cassady explained the strategy
behind the T-shirts that were
given away as part of the celebra
tion. The T-shirts promoted the
theme " I ' m Superior Customer
Service . ' '
"We know the T-shirts won' t
create immediate superior custo
mer service, " he said. " But we
wanted to raise the awareness of
our employees in the corporation.
We want employees to know that
Kelly, m a nager qf the Member A d
Secu rity was ligh t fo r Employee Apprecia
they can help the corporation Jimmy
v isory Cou ncil p rogra m, enjoys being
t ion Day. Pictu red a re: P aul Meehan, se
achieve this goal. ' '
appreciated.
cu rity officer, and Johnny Jones, section
Cassady emphasized that efforts
leader, fo r Safety a n d Security.
are being made to improve employee relations. " W e ' re not at a
utopia stage yet , but I believe we Blue Cross team two wins
southeast regional championship
recognize that, ' ' he said.
These employee events repre The ninth annual Southeast Re
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of
sent one of the ways the company gional Blue Cross and Blue Shield Florida was represented by two
recognizes employees . Cassady Softball Tournament was held in men' s teams, Blue Cross Team One
explained that plans for Employee Columbia, S . C . , on May 25 and 2 6 . and Blue Cross Team Two, and two
Appreciation Day were based on F o r all nine years of the tourna women ' s teams, Blue Cross Team
suggestions that people would like ment, the Florida Plan has domi One and Blue Cross Team Two.
to see more frequent and smaller nated the Men ' s Division. This The following Blue Cross Plans
events. ' ' O u r employees are year, Florida Blue Cross Team Two participated in the tournament:
important to us and that goes for came out of the losers' bracket to Florida, Georgia (Columbus), Ala
their feedback, too, ' ' said Cassady. defeat Florida Blue Cross Team bama, South Carolina, Mississippi,
"We can ' t always do what they One twice on the final day of the Louisiana, and Tennessee.
suggest, but we can always hear tournament.
and consider it. ' '
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Cost containment programs are the
future, " said Simmons. " We must keep
abreast of new programs or we 'll fall

compiled by Jeanne LaSala

At any given time, many issues are
being researched in the corpora
tion . This column summarizes
some of the research papers that
are currently available. It also
notes studies that are planned.

Francis "Fritz" B. L ongley celebrated h is
30th Service A n n iversary in May. Longley
is a Sales Consu lta n t I for th e Ma rket ing
Di1•isinn.

Henry James, Engineering a nd Ma inte
n a n ce, h as been with the Florida Pla n for
16 yea rs. in tha t time he has not m issed a
single day qf wor-k.

Employees receive certifica tes of appreciation from the Semi nole Coun ty School Boa rd.
Pictured from le.ft to righ t: Jim Mose, district sa les ma nager i n the Orlando District
Office; Ann L undy, group accou n t specia list in Membersh ip and Billing; Maureen
Moore, customer service represen ta t ive in Major A ccoun ts; a nd Marty Tlwrsen, district
sa les m a n ager in the Fl. Lauderdale District Office.

Don Lindstrom, research analyst
in Corporate Research, was re
cently quoted in Issues Manage
ment Newsletter. He described the
critical need for corporate re
search to monitor issues and
trends for effective strategic
planning.
Sam Glenn, director of Corpor
ate Accounting, is coordinating
the Florida Plan effort to host the
BCBSA Southern Regional Finan12

cial Conference at Amelia Island
Plantation on July 1 0 through 1 2 .
Fireworks are promised as B ill
Condon, corporate research librar
ian, chairs the City of Jackson
ville' s Fourth of July Celebration.
Mike H ightower, vice president
of Governmental and Legislative
Relations, has agreed to head the
Professional Division of United
Way of Jacksonville .

L ocal Group Cancellation Study
A mail survey was conducted of
groups who cancelled their con
tracts October 1 984 through Feb
ruary 1 985 . Reasons for cancella
tion were gathered. This study was
requested by the Local Group Sales
D e part m e n t . C o n t a c t proj ec t
leader Millie Faulk-Webb, Market
Research, for more information .
Over 6 5 - Market Cancellation
Summary
This is a summary of the findings
from seven past cancellation
studies along with data from re
cent cancellees. The report discus
ses the major reasons for the can
cellation of Medicare Supplement
policies which were identified in
past research studies with compar
ison to recent cancellation rea
sons. Contact project leader Barb
Bickart, Market Research, for
more information.
Customer Service Study
Market Research is working with
Benefits Administration on a sur
vey which will identify customer
expectations and satisfaction rela
tive to health insurers. This study
will support the efforts of Private
Business Operations to understand
customer needs regarding service.
A telephone survey will be con
ducted of both BCBSF and non
BCBSF customers. The project is
scheduled for completion in
August. Barb Bickart in Market Re
search is project leader.
Customer Decision Monitoring
System
Ongoing research of Direct Pay
and Local Group customers who
purchase, renew , or cancel a con
tract is conducted in the Market
Research Department. A monthly
mail survey identifies major fac
tors which influence customer de-

- Randy S immons
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dors has the appearance of grass
cloth.
The West Building meeting
rooms will be operational in early
July.

referred to the appropriate depart
ment for action. Callers may re
main anonymous.

W hat Is Fraud?
Fraud is the taking, or the attempt
to take, corporate money, pro
Plan installs fraud hotline
perty or other corporate assets
through intentional misrepresen
tation causing loss to the Plan.
A fraud case might be a physi
n the next few weeks, Blue
Cross and Blue Shield of Florida cian charging for medical services
will install a toll-free health insur that were not performed. A con
ance fraud hotline. The hotline, es sumer sharing his insurance card
tablished by the Internal Audit De with another person is another
partment, should save both the example.
"One interesting case was a med
corporation and customers money.
The fraud hotline enhances the ical clinic employee, ' ' said Phil
Corporation's existing Fraud De Sikora, internal auditor. ' ' She sub
tection Unit. Since 1 978, the Cor mitted 27 fraudulent surgery
poration' s Fraud Unit has regu claims and received nearly
larly investigated reports of fraud $30,000. ' ' Hers was an open and
and has recovered over a quarter shut case. For example, among the
of a million dollars. The Fraud U nit list she had claimed the amputa
is staffed by four experienced in tion of two fingers. The woman
vestigators: Nancy Bradford, Phil denied any wrongdoing but all her
Sikora, Helen DePierro, and Dot fingers were intact when she was
arrested .
Griggs.
' ' Health insurance fraud costs
the insurance industry an esti P rosecution
mated three to five percent of Blue Cross and Blue Shield will re
total payout each year, ' ' said K en port all fraudulent activities to the
Thurston, general auditor.
State Division of Insurance Fraud
Currently the department re for prosecution .
ceives most of its tips through
" We will pursue full recovery of
written referrals from subscribers, the fraud amount plus investiga
providers and employees and re tive costs, " said Thurston. " We
ceives about five direct calls each plan to be very visible in the inves
month . According to Nancy Brad tigation and prevention of health
ford, senior auditor, telephone re insurance fraud . ' '
ferrals are expected to increase to
about 1 00 calls per month after in
stallation of the Hotline and the re Plan offers first
sulting publicity.
The toll-free hotline will be PPO for individuals
available Monday through Friday
referred Patient Care, the Blue
from 8 a. m. until 4 : 30 p . m . The
Cross and Blue Shield of Flori
number will be posted on bulletin
boards as soon as it is available. da preferred provider organization
Employees may also call the inter (PPO), became available to the di
rect pay market in the middle of
nal number, extension 6548 .
The hotline should only be used June. The company' s main objec
for suspected fraud cases involv tive while developing this option
ing Blue Cross and Blue Shield for individuals was to take advan
claims. Calls received for claims in tage of already established PPO
formation, customer service prob networks. In effect, the group PPO
lems or Medicare fraud will be contract was modified so that it

I
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could be marketed to indiv
customers.
Karen Kaminskas, product
ager in Direct Sales, described
ting together this new produ
"quite an effort. " Many new
ing and rating techniques
adopted to make this a viable
duct. The product is a true b
through effort for the corpor
primarily because it is the fir:
rect sale PPO approved by th,
partment of Insurance for sa
Florida.
Additional features make t
highly innovative product . Fe
ample, for the first time, d(
dent coverage will be billed
administered based on a n
tiered rating structure. B«
this, coverage was broken
only two categories: single
family, with family rates l
based on one figure without n
for the number of children
given family. The rating strw
for the new product takes
account the number of f<
members.
Direct pay PPO customers a1
fered another first-time featu
the form of a non-smoker
count. In addition, with this
duct, the company has the al
to underwrite and rate two
standard health risk class
tions. Coverage can be givE
individuals who under Dime1
III would have been issued r
excluding certain conditiorn
who would have been ref
coverage altogether.
The direct pay PPO also ha
feature of occupational ra
Rates for those involved in h
dous professions will be 1 5 pe1
higher than for those with lo"
occupations. A coordinatio1
benefits provision has also
implemented here for the
time on a direct pay contract.
Preferred Patient Care for
vict u al customers will initiall
distributed exclusively thr
the contracting General Ag

(Continued on Par,
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Manager's Notebook
Corporate Direction:
Its Key Role in
Strategic Management
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, Simrrwns, m a nager of Small Group
cts.

litional plus
hes goal by midyear

aditional Plus is being receiv
d well in the marketplace to
ixtent that it has far exceeded
ctations. The goal set for 1 985
to have 1 0 , 000 Traditional
subscribers by the end of the
That goal will be reached
in the first four months of the
uct' s life when the enrollment
1e University of Florida (with
oximately 7, 000 contracts) is
)leted.
ten asked about how this mar
s being addressed by competiRandy Simmons, manager of
1 Group Products, explained
we' re the first major carrier in
da to offer cost containment
ires as a package in the small
p market . " It appears that we
� on the leading edge of getting
:::kage out, ' ' said Simmons.
or to the development of the
itional Plus package, only
ps with over 200 members
j request cost containment
ires. Now small groups (under
can utilize three of our most
tlar cost containment features
tdatory Second Surgical Opin-

ion, Preadmission Certification,
and Preadmission Testing) without
sacrificing the freedom of choice
of physicians and providers associ
ated with " traditional" insurance
packages.
Simmons led the work group re
sponsible for assimilating this
package. The group, which began
work in October 1 984 , was chal
lenged to put together a package
of cost containment featu res that
complement each other by assur
ing the highest quality of service
with the greatest possible savings .
Simmons . attributes the success
of this product to the level of com
mitment exhibited by each area of
the company involved in the work
group. Total commitment on the
part of these areas made it possible
for Traditional Plus to be available
ahead of schedule. The goal was to
have the product on the market by
July of this year - Traditional Plus
became available to small groups
in May .
Areas represented i n the work
group include: Product Manage
ment, Product Development, Act
uary , Utilization Management,
U t i l i z a t i o n A n al y s i s , P ri v a t e
Business Operation, Contract Com
pliance, Advertising and Promo
tion, and Systems Support.
The primary obj ective for de
veloping the package is to posi
tively influence the utilization of
groups that purchase it. The effec
tiveness of the program will be
evaluated and any necessary ad
justments will be made to assure
that effectiveness.
' 'Cost containment programs are
the future, " said Simmons. " We
must keep abreast of new pro
grams or we ' ll fall behind . "

West Building under the parking
garage . The training rooms located
on the third floor of the Center
Building will be converted into of
fice space as part of the plan to
provide sufficient office space for
this year.
" W e ' re creating a professional
atmosphere that is warm and at
tractive, ' ' said John Nunn, man
ager of Facilities. The quality of
construction materials and finishes
is helping make this goal a realistic
one. The company has planned the
new area carefully by taking into
consideration any weaknesses of
the current training area on 3
Center.
The new training and conference
area will provide more space in
terms of square footage as well as
number of rooms; there will be
two additional meeting rooms and
a separate break room in the West
Building training area. These addi
tions will result in an increase in
conference room seating capacity
by 1 14 seats. Standard conven
iences, such as restrooms and
drinking fountains, will be a part
of the facility.
Economy of space best describes
the auditorium being constructed
as part of the West Building train
ing area. Two recessed entrances
open into the auditorium which is
actually smaller in terms of square
footage than the present auditor
ium on 3 Center. However, the
seating capacity is greater because
of better architectural planning.
There are no columns or other
visual obstructions between the
audience seating and the stage . In
addition, the auditorium ' s square
shape lends itself to flexibility the stage can be set up on any one
of three sides of the room .
Unlike the current training and
West building site of
conference area, this new area will
new training facility
be attractively marked by a recep
tion area. This area will feature
onstruction is almost complete wooden baseboards and a wooden
as the training and conference chair rail similar to those found on
rooms are being recreated - with the 20th floor. The wall covering
significant improvements - in the for the reception area and corri-

C

�

c1s10ns. Quarterly reports will be
issued on the findings, with the
first Direct Pay report scheduled
to be issued by July. The first
Local Group report is scheduled
for distribution in late October.
Proj ect leaders are Millie Faulk
W ebb and Barb Bickart in Market
Research.
Opportunities in the L ife Care
Market for Blue Cross and Blue
Shield of Florida, Inc.
Life Care or continuing care retire
ment communities provide hous
ing and health services to the eld
erly. Carolin R obotham, Corporate
Research Department, analyzed
the industry and identified serv
ices Blue Cross and Blue Shield of
Florida could provide to this
market.
Resolution of Problems and
E rrors
Read this study to find out how
physicians, hospitals and our inter
nal personnel rate the Plan ' s qual
ity of service that physicians and
hospitals receive. The study also
identifies the service problems
that pose the greatest threat to our
quality image. Janet Stanko of
Corporate Research has managed
the research portion of the state
wide survey and Professional/Pro
vider Relations will coordinate
problem resolution activities.
Image Tracking Study
The Public Issues Analysis and
Planning Department conducts on
going research of the public' s per
ception of Blue Cross and Blue
Shield of Florida as a function of
the influences of advertising,
media exposure , and personal
experience. Contact project leader
P am e l a
more
K ir k
for
information.
Study of Florida' s H ealth Care
System
This study will assess Florida' s
health care system and how ex
perts and leaders in the health care
industry perceive the system and
(Continued on Page 1 7)

hy Al Lombana

Executive staff has commissioned
a task force called the Corporate
Direction Task Force. Members of
this task force are: Carl Demery,
Leader; Tom R iggs, Finance/
A c t u a rial ; Jackie McK enz ie,
Operations; John Fraser, Market
ing; Kathleen Patneau, HIS ; Dave
L ipp, Corporate Research; Al
Lombana, Human Resources; and
Alan Both, Corporate Planning.
The Corporate Direction Task
Force, now fully staffed, began its
work the last week of May . Its
charge will be the following:
• to assist executive staff in the
formulation and development
of the corporate foundation
(including mission, obj ectives,
goals, major operating poli
cies, visions and values, etc. )
• t o conduct a strategic business
analysis which will serve as a
basis for the development of a
corporate strategy.

Additionally, part of the task
force ' s work includes extensive re
view of source documents such as
minutes, reports, formal presenta
tions and research documents. All
of these efforts are being under
taken with the primary purpose of
ensuring a framework b e i ng
undertaken for analyzing and pre
senting to executive staff, and
other management , all critical con
siderations that make up the deter
mination of corporate direction as
part of our strategic management
effort .
I n addition to weekly progress
reports to executive staff, Carl
Demery (the chairman) w ill com
municate to management and Plan
employees through informal re
leases and through the use of the
Profile ( as is being done for all
Plan employees in this issue) .

A very important sidelight to this
major strategic undertaking is the
The business analysis will be a fact that the Corporate Direction
comprehensive research effort Task Force members have been as
that encompasses environmental sembled and are being utilized in
analysis, industry analysis, compe accordance with the Corporate
titive analysis and corporate self Task Force Policy (Policy # 10 . 1 ,
analysis. Executive staff considers Human Resource Policy and Proce
this information as part of its man dure Manual, effective J uly 26,
agement responsibility in corpor 1 984) .
ate strategic management .
The rapidly changing demands
Concurrently working other ma and environmental forces affect
jor issues or elements of strategic ing our company make it necessary
management are task forces on to respond to issues and opportuni
Hospital Reimbursement, Custo ties of maj or corporate magnitude
mer Service, and the Triple Option through the use of task forces. You
(HMO, PPO, Traditional), as well as may be asked to contribute. Being
planning unit teams in the Over 65 aware of your responsibilities and
market and HMO. Subsequent accountabilities, as defined by the
issue teams and planning unit Corporate Task Force Policy, will
teams will be activated to support greatly enhance your effectbre
ness as a contributing member.
our strategic planning efforts.
Referring again to the Corporate
Direction Task Force, part of the
design and analysis for this group
includes extensive interviewing
and communication with units
throughout the company . It is very
possible, therefore, that you in
dividually, or your unit, may be
contacted by any of the above list
ed members to assist in some way.

Ignoring the environment in
which we compete, or the current
condition that the company is in
can be devastating errors and risks
not worth taking. Blue Cross and
Blue Shield of Florida is keenly
aware of this and is carrying out its
responsibilities to strategically
navigate into the future and win
the marketplace .
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Self-nomination
by Nathan Hays

system. According to Kaminskas,
this ensures that the need for a
high level of education and under
standing on the part of the buyer
will be met.
Because of the breakthrough na
ture of the concepts behind this
product, a special unit has been
established within Membership
and Billing to handle most of the
administrative tasks . " But all
claims will be handled by the PPO
unit, ' ' said Mike Guyot, director of
Direct Sales.

According to Guyot, incorpora
tion of these features reflects the
overall direction of the company.
' 'They show that we are taking an
aggressive approach to meeting
the needs of individu als i n
Florida, ' ' said Guyot.
Said Kaminskas, ' ' Developing
and implementing this product
took some heavy commitments
from a lot of people. ' ' Participa
ting areas included Membership
and Billing, PPO, Finance, Statisti
cal, and Advertising.

CLAIMS
General Motors Quarterly Performance: Florida
Plan # 1 in Service

T

he Michigan Plan recently
ranked Blue Cross and B lue
Shield of Florida as top Plan in the
nation in service performance for
General Motors for the third and
fourth quarters of 1 984 . The
Florida Plan ' s # 1 ranking is based
on comparative performance mea
surements against 5 1 other Plans.
Criteria used for ranking the
companies include measurable
goals based on cycle time for pro
cessing claims as well as qualita
tive measurements of service.
" I feel great about it, " said
Joyce Warner, manager of Special
Groups, when asked about her
area' s performance. " Our goal was
to be number one in service perfor
mance, " she added . " Now it ' s to
stay number one . ' '

Two years ago the Motors unit
was struggling to meet the cycle
time for processing claims and in
quiries. At that time, Motors re
sponded to 57. 7 percent of inquir
ies within the 14-day turn-around
time; now 97 percent of inquiries
are answered within that time
frame .
Quantity of service isn 't the only
objective of this area. ' ' They con
sistently maintain a very low error
rate, " said Warner.
Warner stressed that the area' s
performance i s repeatedly a n in
spiration to her. ' ' A lot of times
the level of performance has been
motivating for me to watch - the
supervisors, examiners, and custo
mer service reps - virtually the
entire department. "

Largest Group Sold
Todd Torgerson, sales representa
tive for the Gainesville District
Office, sold the largest new ac
count of the 80s by selling the Uni
versity of Florida Student Group.
This new sale represents over
7 , 000 new subscribers - our
second largest enrolled account
with 1 . 2 million dollars in annual
14

health premiums. This new sale
will become effective in August
1 985.
Torgerson used a sales strategy
which included the strength of the
corporation's name, identification
card recognition, and cost contain
ment efforts.

The success of Blue Cross and Blue
Shield of Florida depends upon the
success of its people . The self
nomination policy encourages em
ployees to further their careers
within the corporation while pro
viding management with qualified
internal applican t s . A pproxi
mately forty percent of open posi
tions, are filled through this
process.
Listed below are guidelines to
aid you when you see that " ideal"
position posted:
• Be Selective: Apply for a posi
tion only if it fits your per
sonal and professional career
goals. Concentrate on the job
responsibilities instead of the
job title or salary grade.
• Be Qualified: Read the job re
quirements carefully - re
member that these are the
minimum required for the pos
ition . Use the appropriate
space, and, preferably, attach
your resume to identify your
qualifications.
• Be Timely: Complete the ap
plication correctly, neatly and
in a timely manner. Make the
first impression a good one.
• Be Persistent: Don ' t disregard
the process b ecause you
haven ' t been selected pre
viously. Seek answers and spe
cific feedback from the hiring
manager or the recruiter re
garding why you weren 't se
lected, and take the necessary
developmental steps before
you apply for similar positions.
We hope that these ideas help. If
you have any questions, please
contact your corporate recruiter:
Molly Clark - Health Industry
Services - 6737
Nathan Hays - Administration 8462
Gayle Clark - Government
Programs - 6685
Vickie Scott-Murph - Private
Business Operations - 6 1 68
Valerie Strickland - Marketing
and Public Affairs - 6802
H oward Conner - Finance - 6308

citizenship is the recent formation
of the Community and Member Re
lations Division . This new division,
which officially began operation
on May 1 , was created to establish
a more prominent corporate pres
ence in the community.
The Community and Member Re
lations staff is responsible for de
veloping programs which enhance
our relationships with community
leaders and with Blue Cross and
Blue Shield of Florida members.
Barbara H unter, director for the
division, expressed the area' s dedi
cation to ' ' enhance the level of re
cognition of Blue Cross and Blue
Shield of Florida as a corporate
citizen. ' '
A wide variety of programs are
being developed and implemented
in order to achieve this objective.
A Corporate Contributions Com
mittee is being formed to develop
criteria for corporate contributions
and to facilitate the implementa
tion of our Corporate Contribu
tions Program.
The Community and Member Re
lations staff has already become
immersed in community activities
and events on both the local and
state levels. The company sup
ported the recent Special Olympics
competition at the state level by
purchasing a gold medal for the
event . Through this department,
the company is also involved in the
Gator Bowl Association member
ship drive, corporate membership
in the NAACP, and the State and
Local Chamber of Commerce mem
bership drive.
Recent involvement at the local
level also included a corporate
contribution to the Jacksonville
W o l f s o n C h i l d re n ' s H o s p i t a l
through that organization ' s tele
thon.
To better identify and address
the needs of all Floridians, Com
munity and Member Relations is
setting up a state-wide speakers
bureau . In addition, this division
also oversees the Member Advi
sory Council program managed by
Jimmy Kelly.

More Involvement: St. Pete and
Tampa Offices Support Telethon

Approximately seventeen employ
ees of the St. Petersburg and
Tampa District Offices recently
participated in the All Children's
Hospital telethon. These employ
ees exemplified commitment by
getting up Sunday morning, J une
2, to man all the telethon' s tele
phones from 6 : 00 a. m . to 8 : 30 a .m .
Jim Van Wagner, manager of
PPO for the western region of the
state, had participated in the tele
thon last year. This year, he round
ed up his office' s employees pri
marily by word-of-mouth, as many
w ere interested after hearing
about his previous participation .
' ' It was a good team effort, ' ' Van
Wagner said. "We had 1 00 percent
participation - all the people who
said they ' d participate did
participate. ' '
The participants were provided
with T-shirts reading "All Chil
dren ' s Hospital Telethon . " Van

Wagner stressed that recogn
was gained for Blue Cross and
Shield of Florida. ' ' Three or
employees were able to saJ
company name on the air, '
said.
Upcoming Special E vent:
St. John' s R iver City Band
Festival

Blue Cross and Blue Shiel
Florida is sponsoring the St. Jc
River City Band Day schedule
Sunday, July 1 4 . All emplo:
are invited to participate b:
tending this event to be he
Festival Park next to Cham
and the Gator Bowl. The Banc
begin open rehearsal from 3
5 : 00 p . m . and the concert will
cially begin at 6 : 00 p . m. The !
artist will be Mac F rampton
the company will sponsor a p
at 5 : 00 p.m. under the pavili<
Festival Park .
Watch the bulletin board�
special postings.

Bonnie Blaess, secrPtary in Media Relations, enjoys sharing at the Corporate Cc
picnic.

>rporate Citizenship

Superior customer service ...
or how to survive
in today' s marketplace

Lbracing the
Lllenge

orah Cobb, coordinator for the Corporate Caring Program, receives the Senior Citi
: Day Group A wa rd on beha lf of the corporation as Mike Cascone looks on.

foyee Commitment: Corporate
ng
fay 1 7 , 1 985, the city of Jack
me sponsored the 24th AnSenior Citizens Day celebra
This celebration included an
rds presentation following a
ch given by Mayor Jake God
. Blue Cross and Blue Shield of
tda received the city' s Group
.rd in recognition of the ac
plishments of the Corporate
ng Program.
at kind of recognition, given
1ue Cross and Blue Shield of
ida by the community, grew
Jf teamwork . A small group of
mitted employees became in
ed in the Corporate Caring
;ram in March of 1 983 .
.e Corporate Caring Program,
�h is sponsored through the
or' s Office, encourages large
panies to adopt a local retire
t living facility. The city's pro1 began in 1 9 8 1 and gained na11 attention through a tele-

v1s10n mini- series, " S urviving
Reaganomics, '' which aired in sev
eral states. The term " adopt" does
not imply a corporate contribu
tions program; it is an employee in
volvement program .
Pat Fitzpatrick, employee rela
tions specialist in Human Re
sources, approached the Employ
ees' Club at that time. The E m
ployees' Club boosters polled em
ployees on each floor to measure
the level of interest. The corpora
tion was prepared to support this
type of program, if there was suffi
cient interest. Ninety-eight per
cent of employees polled said they
thought getting involved in the
city's Corporate Caring Program
was a good idea.
A dedicated core group develop
ed out of this ninety-eight percent,
and, right from the beginning,
they demonstrated the kind of
drive and enthusiasm it takes to
b u i l d an effective program .
Deborah Cobb, rating analyst in

Rating and Underwriting, was, and
is, an instrumental part of that
group of dedicated individuals.
' ' I ' ve always wanted to work
with seniors, ' ' said Cobb. ' 'The
Corporate Caring Program has
given me the kind of fulfillment
I ' ve been looking for a long time. "
Deborah has been coordinator for
the Corporate Caring Program
since it began.
E mployees' Club members visit
ed retirement homes around Jack
sonville before making their final
decision to " adopt" residents of
the Cathedral Townhouse. Accord
ing to Cobb, the primary obj ective
of this review process was ' ' to se
lect residents who needed some
one, " rather than those who j ust
wanted someone. The Corporate
Caring members identified Cathe
dral Townhouse residents as hav
ing the greatest need for fellow
ship. The vote to adopt Cathedral
Townhouse was unanimous.
The Cathedral Townhouse also
has its own coordinator for the
Corporate Caring Program . For the
last two years, resident Mary
Apple has been working closely
with Deborah Cobb and other par
ticipating employees.
Apple said that coordinating the
program is " loads of fun. " She
added, " Deborah is lovely to work
with . Everyone that comes over
here is awfully nice to us. ' '
The next big Corporate Caring
event scheduled is a combined
Labor Day/Grandparents Day cele
bration. This will include a catered
barbecue lunch followed by re
creational games. The event is
scheduled for noon on Saturday,
September 7 , but employees don' t
have t o wait until then t o get
involved. Some employees have
been known to make unofficial
visits to the Townhouse to surprise
residents by washing their cars!
Management Commitment:
Community and Member R elations
Solid evidence of management' s
active commitment t o corporate

Providing superior customer serv
ice is a primary corporate goal.
Odis Powell, vice president of
Customer Relations, stressed that
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of
Florida is a service organization.
The level of service provided to
our subscribers, decision-makers,
providers, professionals and others
is directly or indirectly affected by
every department and every em
ployee in the corporation.
Said Powell, "We must all u nder
stand that we are here to satisfy
the needs of our customers. We
must do so in a manner that will
make them not only want to con
tinue doing business with us but
also to want to encourage their
friends and neighbors to do like
wise. " He added, "To do anything
less is simply not in our individual
or corporate best interest. ' '
I n addition, he cited data reveal
ing that 90 percent of unhappy
customers won 't complain, but
they will take their business else
where . "So you ' d better pay heed
to that small sample of customers
who do complain. They are provid
ing you with an opportunity to cor
rect the problem, ' ' said Powell. He
went further to explain that each
unhappy customer speaks to an
average of nine people about his
dissatisfaction . Also, today' s cus
tomer is more educated and more
aware of what he should be receiv
ing for his money.
A group of management person
nel, the Superi or Customer Service
Work Group, has been formed to
develop strategies to ensure the
corporation will achieve and then
maintain a superior level of serv
ice . The group is working together
with executive staff and other key
individuals to identify problems
that have a negative effect on
service . The group will raise cor
porate awareness so that every
employee will have a clear under
standing of his or her role in serv
ice delivery .
Powell strongly emphasized the
high priority of providing superior
service. He said , " If we are to con-

tinue as a viable, progressive and
successful company, we must
achieve our goal of superior custo
mer service . "
Mario Rubio, director of Mem
bership and Billing, said his area is
keenly aware of the need for pro
viding superior customer service .
' 'That ' s the name of the game for
us, " he said. "We live with service
day in and day out. ' '
When asked what tools his em
ployees use to ensure that custo
mer service remains top priority,
Rubio explained that they try to
view every task from the custo
mer's point of view. " To me,
we' ve only completed a sale when

What
•
IS a
customer?

the ID cards are in the hands of the
customer, ' ' Rubio said.
Rubio described the Customer
Relations Division as a catalyst for
improving customer service - not
as the beginning and end of custo
mer service delivery . In addition,
he stressed the importance of qual
ity . " I think customers are willing
to wait a little if that means they' ll
receive accurate, courteous and
professional service, ' ' he said.
' ' After all, people buy insurance
for peace of mind. We don ' t want
to complicate their lives by servic
ing accounts improperly. ' ' Rubio's
area uses various methods to veri(Continued on Page 1 7)

®

A customer is the most important per
son ever in this office, in person, on
the phone, by mail, or by a card in our
files.
A customer is not dependent upon us,
we are dependent upon him. Blue
Cross and Blue Shield could not go
very far without customers.
A customer is not an interruption of
our work, he is the purpose of it. We
are not doing him a favor by serving
him, he is doing us a favor by giving us
an opportunity to do so.
A customer is not an outsider to our
business, he is a part of it.
A customer is not a cold statistic - a

®

name on an application card or billing
form. He is a flesh and blood human
being, with feelings and emotions like
our own; and when he or a member of
his family is ill, he is especially sensi
tive, needs pleasant attention, under
standing and help.
A customer is not someone to argue
with. Nobody ever really won an argu
ment with a customer any more than
the salesperson really wins an argu
ment with a customer who's always
right.
A customer is a person who brings us
his wants. It's our job to fill his wants
to the best of our ability - with benefit
to him and to ourselves.
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Competitor
Report

Computer Wizardry
by Bill Condon, Corporate Librarian

In terms of machismo, charisma, or
whatever fancy name it goes by
these days, your typical Flame
Keeper packs a public image wal
lop that registers somewhere
about halfway between that of a
church mouse and a reasonably
energetic chimney sweep.
But all that, fell ow bibliophiles, I
am happy to announce, is about to
change dramatically.
I refer, of course, to our ever in
creasing ability to fondle the keys
of a computer terminal and con
j ure up, from some arcane and
bottomless online database three
thousand miles away, an ANSWER
or ANSWERS to a user request in
the form of a computer printout
containing the actual facts sought.
Not a series of references to some
muddy sources that may contain
the information sought after, but
the ruddy information itself!
Not since the blissfully innocent
days of childhood (when we first
16

Environmental
Assessment

Knowing the Competition
by Fred Bieber, Market Research

learned that i f something was set
in type on the page in a book, then
it must be TRUE ! ) has there been
such a preposterously persuasive
and powerful vehicle of communi
cation as a computer printout.
If you think that I'm going to
dwell at all on the small matter
that now and again a computer
printout (particularly when it per
tains to either your light bill or
your credit card statement) con
tains a trifling error, you ' re crazy.
The fact that we librarians can
produce them at all gives us a cre
dibility, a power, a potency, and a
Charisma! that would make Merlin
himself dizzy with envy.
It is not often that science and
technology combine to put into
your hands a genuine, sound-as
dollar, certifiable, good-as-gold,
honest-to-Pete Magic Wand that
waves facts before your very eyes!
To get the facts, call extension
6409.

M any
people
within our com
pany find out that
there is a Manager
of
Competitor
Analysis, call me
and say ' 'Tell me
anything you know
about the competi
tion. " That used to
surprise me. But not anymore. I
realize that, as a whole, we are not
well-informed about our competi
tion. And the problem may be two
fold - we don ' t sufficiently
communicate the information we
have.
In the Market Research Depart
ment, director Chuck McMillin has
set up a unit which has competitor
intelligence as one of its main
functions. But what is competitor
intelligence? It is the systematic
gathering, storage and analysis of
competitor data to create useful
competitor information. That in
formation can be disseminated
through the corporation and feed
back obtained.
Why do we need competitor in
telligence anyway? Basically, we
need to develop our company's
tactical and strategic responses to
actual and anticipated competitor
actions in order to win in our ex
tremely competitive markets.
Knowing what the competition is
doing, or is going to do, is ex
tremely important. It's clear that
competitor facts would give us an
edge.
What can we do to help our com
pany gain a competitive edge?
Well, we can start by sending all of
our tidbits of competitor data to
the Market Research Department' s
Competitor Intelligence Unit. The
types of data you may have could
include:
1 . A benefit booklet that your
spouse, friend, or relative re
ceived from a competitor.
2 . A brochure you received
in the mail outlining a cer
tain company ' s insurance
coverage .

Twin revolutions:
realities of a
dynamic health care program
by David A. Lipp
Director, Corporate Research

Health care is different from other
goods and services i n o u r
economy. A t least that's what we
believed until recently when we
realized that our health care
system is in the throes of twin
revolutions - in both the delivery
and financing of care . Let ' s
examine the older "static" view of
health care; then we' ll see how
and why that view has given way
to a newer ' ' dynamic' ' view.
In the static view , the market
place for health services does not
obey any of the conventional
economic forces that apply to
other markets. In contrast with
consumers of more mundane goods
and services, consumers of health
services are regarded as " pawns"

in a medical game controlled by
providers. Because of the personal
impact of illness and the patient' s
lack o f knowledge o f signs, symp
toms, and remedies, patients lack
both the information and the
power to respond as would con
sumers in other markets.
In the past, providers were re
warded economically for deliver
ing more care. As the number of
diagnostic tests or number of days
in the hospital increased for a pa
tient, so also did the revenues to
the physician or hospital. Since the
patient was largely insulated by in
surance from the costs of care, and
since providers had incentives to
provide more care, the demand for
care was effectively limitless.
The result of increases in both
the supply and demand of health
care was increases in the price and
the use of health care services, and
thus, increases in the total cost of
care. These total cost increases
were felt by individuals, by group
benefits managers, and by the
government primarily in the form
of premium increases for health
insurance.
The increased cost of health care
benefits provided an incentive for
large buyers to seek changes in the
marketplace, to make health care
supply and demand more respon
sive to market forces. And change
it they have. In recent months the
economic power - so carefully ac
cumulated and nurtured for five
decades - has shifted from those
who provide care to those who pay
for it. Those who pay for it are de
manding economic accountability
from those who provide it and in
the process are altering many his
toric ground rules of the patient
physician-hospi tal relationship
and the structure of the health
care marketplace.
In the dynamic view, the change
attracting the most public notice
has been the shift of Medicare hos
pital payment from retrospective,
cost-based payment to prospective
payment based on diagnosis
related groups or DRGs. The Con
gress awakened to the fact that it
purchased 40 percent of the hospi-

tal industry' s product; there
it had enough clout to dicta
the hospitals the terms, pr<
structure, and price of their
duct. Providers must delive:
services required by the pati
diagnosis within the price the
ernment has set. Any diffe1
between what it costs and
the government pays will be
vider, not government or pa1
responsibility.
DRGs have also altered
economic relationship bet·
the doctor and the hospital i
delivery of services to Med
patients - and probably othc::
tients as well. Under the old,
based system, both doctor anc
pital won economically when
care was delivered. The extra
nostic test or extra day in the::
pital generated additi
revenues while the gain in ql
of care may have been margi1
best.
Under , DRGs, the doctor
but the hospital loses when tl
sources expended caring fo
tients exceed a certain amom
effect, DRGs place the hospi
economic risk for physician
sion-making and inject c01
about the hospital' s future f
cial well-being into the p1:
care decision.
DRGs also compel physicia
take a greater measure of resr
bility for the economic c
quences of the elderly than
did under the old cost-basec
tern . Though the incentives fc
physician are indirect, they a1
to be a significant factor in t:
to 20 percent reduction i1
patient hospital length-of-sta
Medicare patients.
Few outside the insurance i
try fully understand the degr
which the recent health can
inflation has affected our pr
health insurance system. In f
columns, we' ll examine se
other forces operating in
health care system which
have an even greater long-ter
pact on physicians, hospitals
patients than the moveme1
Medicare to prospective payr

A Team
Leader's Perspective

·om short term to
t1g term

1 Megatrends by John Naisbitt
inted with permission

re is unprecedented criticism
�merican business management
mghout the world today. A
1t deal of this criticism is be
se of the short-term orientation
American managers. It is re
·kable how willing American
iness people are to make the
·ent quarter look better at the
ense of the future, to sacrifice
future to make this year's
;om line a little more attractive
�ss embarassing. The American
roach stands in sharp contrast
r apan' s sophisticated business
lership, which often does just
opposite, sacrificing now in
�r to have a healthy future.
1ere are many signs, however,
; American managers are begin� to change. Long-term plan� has become a familiar theme
nany business circles, particu
f for companies operating in
b a l m a rk e t s . A m e ri c a n
1dard, Inc. - the transportaand building-products maker
or instance, made a dramatic
·t- to long-term shift after the
'1 recession, a time when the
1pany was in very bad shape. In
5 American Standard ' s board
iirectors added long-term in
tives to the standard annual
uses for top executives and
the bonuses to increases in
1ing per share over a four-year
od. Since 1 975 profits have
1/n at an annual rate of 30 per
t and the company now has
ie concurrent long-term execubonus plans.
nting from the E nvironment
wugh Japan ' s example inspir
)art of the shift to long-range

thinking, there is another impor
tant factor behind the changes
American business is beginning to
make.
During the past decade, the de
bate over the environment and
nonrenewable resources has raised
our collective consciousness about
the dangers of the short-term
approach. As a general proposi
tion, we have become much more
sensitive to the longer-range
implications of our short-term
actions. It has become apparent to
most people, for example, that the
short-term convenience that en
couraged us to pollute the air and
water was not worth the long
range damage done to the quality
of our lives and our environment.
All the forest-products companies
now have impressive reforesting
programs as a result of the shared
realization that if we j ust kept cut
ting down trees without replant
ing, few would be left for our chil
dren and their children.
The ground is right for a shift to
long-term : Values and necessity
are coming up on the same side .
We experience change when there
is a confluence of changing values
and economic necessity . The
change in values from short-term
to long-term was amply articulated
in the environmental resources
debate. Now economic necessity is
crashing in on us in the form of
striking and perilous inability to
compete as well as Japan, indeed
as well as we used to in the world
economic market. We basically
have to reconceptualize what we
are up to. And that is what we
have begun to do.

Corporate Direction Task Force
Vision and Values

,eader
'inance/ Actuarial
►perations
1arketing/Cornpetitive Analysis
[ealth Industry Services
[urnan Resources
'echnical Support
ldrninistrative Support

Carl Demery
Tom R iggs
Jackie McKenzie
John Fraser
Kathleen Patneau
Al Lombana
Dave L ipp
Alan Both

Charles Scott even has strategic
planning in his title. He's the direc
tor of Government Programs Stra
tegic Planning and is a team leader
for the second year. Antonio
Favino, senior vice president of
Operations, thinks strategic plan
ning is so important that he' s
created a permanent strategic
planning department in his area
that is managed by Scott.
" Understanding the customer
needs and what competitors are
doing is critical to the company, "
said Scott. ' 'The health care indus
try is going through the most radi
cal change of any industry I know.

Superior
customer service . . .
3 . Annual Reports of competi
tors which you may run
across in your job or through
a friend or relative.
4 . Booklets describing health
coverage that you may have
read while waiting in your
doctor' s office.
5. Articles in newspapers or
magazines that you read.
In addition , we will periodically
share some of the highlights of the
competitor intelligence we gather
in future articles.

(Continued from Page 1 5)

fy the accuracy of work . This may
slow down the process, but, ac
cording to Rubio, the results are
worth it.
Al Sloan, director of PPC Custo
mer Service and Claims under
stands the importance of providing
superior service every time. "All
of the people who work with me
know I expect them to answer
each call with the intention of pro
viding the best service, ' ' he said.
"And they' re special people be-

cause they ' re able to listen to the
customer with an attitude of em
pathy. The customer calls because
he needs help and has nowhere
else to turn . And my people really
want to help. ' '
Odis Powell summed up the im
portance of providing the best
level of service when he stressed
that Blue Cross and Blue Shield of
Florida is a service organization.
' ' Service is not part of our
product, ' ' he said. ' 'It is our
product. "
Research Report

(Continued from Page 13)

Charles Scott, director of Government Pro
gra ms Stra tegic Plan ning.

These changes are forcing us to
make critical decisions about the
business. ' '
Scott has the largest piece of the
strategic planning pie with respon
sibility for both over-65 indivi
duals and the government market.
He said that he also has the largest
share of gray hair.
" My job is to keep asking ' How
are we going to approach and win
a large portion of the 2 . 1 million
elderly people? ' " Scott said.
Scott has definite feelings about
the company' s success. According
to Scott, success means "We have
to focus on the buzz words: super
ior customer service, cost contain
ment, innovation, etc. ' '
He, also, points out that the com
pany carved out a niche in the
marketplace years ago. " Histor
ically, " he said, " we ' ve never
been a price leader. We were re
cognized as the leader in prepaid
health insurance through superior
products and services. We have to
offer the products and services
that are perceived to be more
valuable than those offered by
competitors. ' '

The next issue of Profile will focus
on customer perceptions of the
corporation . W e ' d like to know
what children's perceptions are.
Your child, aged 4 through 1 0 ,
can send in a drawing, coloring,
etc. of ' ' Blue Cross and Blue Shield
of Florida, ' ' or your child may
send in a paragraph of 25 words or
less on " What is Blue Cross and

Blue Shield of Florida. ' ' The most
creative items will be published in
a future issue of Profile.
Please submit items on an
8 ½ -by- 1 1 sheet of paper to Profile,
Corporate Communications, 4T.
Attach the name, age, parents'
names, and inhouse phone num
ber. The deadline is Wednesday,
J uly 1 0 , at 5 p . m . , so get those
entries started.

Benefits corner

Q ••

by Mimi Gilbert-Quinn

its future. This study should be
completed by November by the
Public Issues Analysis and Plan
ning Department.
Optimum Levels of Science
This study investigates physician
and hospital expectations of turn
around time for key Plan services.
This information will be utilized by
Professional and Provider Rela
tions to develop internal cycle
time standards for these services.
The proj ect leader is Sandra
Walczak.
To add a research proj ect to this
column, contact Jeanne LaSala.

If I should die during my em
ployment, what benefits are
paid to my named beneficiary?

life insurance coverage under
Supplemental and who have satis
fied the 90-day waiting period
beyond electing the coverage, an
As an active employee, you additional benefit of 1 times
• are covered under our Basic your salary is payable to your
Group Life Insurance Program, beneficiary .
which the Company purchases for
In addition, your beneficiary will
you . This coverage includes an receive a company death benefit
Accidental Death and Dismember of two weeks salary , along with
ment benefit . The coverage is your final paycheck including any
equal to your annual salary unused vacation. If you are vested
rounded to the next even $ 1 ,000 in the Retirement Program (ten or
more years of service) at the time
and doubled (ex . $ 1 9 , 200
$20,000 x 2 = $40 , 000). If the of your death (whether employ
death is of an accidental cause, an ment has been terminated or is
additional benefit of twice your active), your spouse will also be
salary is payable to your benefici e n t i t l e d to a pre - re t i re m e n t
ary . For those employees who spouse ' s benefit when h e o r she at
have elected to purchase added tains age 55 .

A•

July
4 - 5
9
10 - 1 2

14
1 8 - 20

Corporate Holiday
Press Conferenee for Bro
ward County PPO
(Ft. Lauderdale)
BCBSA Southern Regional
Financial Conference.
Hosted by Florida Plan.
Amelia Island Plantation.
St. Johns River City Band
Festival
July Informational Meeting
and Board of Directors
Meeting
17

Our Family
Tree
New
Employees

Lillie Faircloth

E rlinda Aligada

Linda Fischer

Micrographics Production
Clerk, Private Business Clai ms
PrPpa ration

William Angel, J r.

Micrographics Production
Clerk, Fil m i ng Source & Front
End

Records Clerk A
A dministrative Services

Custom,er Service
Represen tative B, Med B
Telephone Comm. Un it V

Execu t i ve Communications
Manager, Corporate
Com m u n ication� Adm in.

Mary Hadd

Progra m mer B, Director
Systems Support

John Bookstaver

Willie Hall

Cheryl Burr

Christie Harpe

Janette Butler

Diane Harts field

Albert Carneghi

Cy nthia Hecht

Hea lth Industry A nalyst,
Institu t ional Reimbu rsP'ment
A dministration
Clerk B, Outgoing Mai:l
Opera t ions

Claims Era m i ner B,
Comprehensive Claims Unit II

Customer Service
Represen tat i ve B, Med B
Telephone Comm. Un it II

William Whelpley

Traci Parent

Debra Wilkes

Shelle Phelps

Rosalie Willard

Sales Represrn tative, West
Palm Beach District Q[fice
Cla i ms Ern m iner B, PPO
Claims & Customer Service
Clerk A , In terna l A udit

Margaret Powell

Secretary A , Group
Membersh ip & Billing

Medical A na lyst RN, Med A
Medical Review

Director Marketing - HMO,
ADS New Development
Pen�acola
Sales Representative,
Tnllahassee District Office

Team Secretary Legat,, Lega l
A dministration Support

Micrographics Production
Clerk, Private Business Cla ims
Prepa ration

C. David Roberts
A nn Rodermund

Customer Service
Represen tlllive B, Med B
Telephone Comm. Unit II

W endy Rodgers

Docu men tat ion Clerk, Director
Systems Support

Alberto Sali erno

Account Execu t ive, National
Acco u n ts

Audrey Singletary

Customer Service
Represen ta tive B, Med B
TelPphone Comm. Uni t III

Correspondence Representative
A , Direct Market Inquiry

Wilmes Jo nes

Sandra Singleton

Dorumen tntion ClPrk,
Corporate Project Development

Claire K enney

Mi chael Sisk

Clerk C, ADS Chargeback
Hea lth Option� of Jackson ville

Susan Do nnelly

Customer Service
Represen tat ive B, Med B
Telephone Comm. Un it V

Bobbie D rudge

nata En try Operator, Pri vate
Business Cla ims Prepa ration

Senior Quality Control
Specialist, Qiial ily Assura nee

Levon Asbey

Customer Service
Representat i ve B, Med B
Telephone Com m. Un it II

Loa Jones

A ngela Davenport

Ma rtha Wiswell

Sen ior Systems A na lyst EDP,
Corporate Project - National
A cco u n ts

Clerk Typist B, Tampa District
Q[fice

Su•ilchboard Operator, Walk-in
& Provider Information
Depa rtmen t

Cla ims Exa m i ner B,
Comprehensive Claims Un il II

5 Years

Manager Resea rch Projects,
Corpornte Research

Sandra Johnso n

Cheryl Cunningham

Claims Exa m i ner B, FEP Basic
Claims Processing

Customer Service
RPpresen tat i ve B, Med B
Telephone Com m. Unit V

Claims Exa m i ner B, PPO
Claims & Customer Service

Darlene Croff

Sqftu•a re Tech n icfrm, Sqft ware
and Tech n ical Support

K ealoha Riggs

A nn Jacobson

Clara Crews

J. G ra nt Overstake

Claims Exam i ner B,
Comprehensive Cla i ms Un it I

Therese Ciffarelli

Janice Copley

Professional Relat ions Rep. ,
Physicians Relat ions - Northern
Region

Service
Anniversaries

Hattie Huff

Jerry Colson

Michael Werner

Data Entry Operator, Private
Business Claims Prepa ration

Carol Chambers

Secretary A , A DS Development

Claims Exa m i ner B, FEP Basic
Claims Processing

Health Industry A nalyst,
Instit ut ional Reim bu rsemen t
Progra m Dev.

Ki mberly Richardson

Roberta Hudgins

Cla ims Exa m iner B, State
Group Claims - Unit II

Carla O ' N eal

Cy nthia Weber

Cla i rns Exa m i ner B, PPO
Claims & Cust,omer Service

Tape Libra rian, Computer
OpPra t ion� Administration
Cla ims Exa m i ner B, State
Group Cla ims - Unit I

Ma,nager Compensa t ion,
Organ iza t ion & Compensa tion

Clerk A, Inco m ing Mail
Distribution

Susan Ziesenh ei m

Claims Exa m iner B, PPO
Cla i ms & Customer Service

Carl Homer

B etty Cayton

Cla ims Era m iner B,
Comprehensive Claims Un it II

Claims Exa m iner B, State
Group Claims - Un it I

Ti mothy Purvis

Plcinn ing A nalyst Corporate
Plan n ing & Performance, Corp.
Plan ning

William Cartw right

Kelvin Washingto n

A DS Pla n ner, ADS Development

A nto nio M elchiorre

Thomas G ni ech

Marlon B ennett

Paul Mari neau

Correspondence Representa l'ive
A, Med B Commun ications
Un it I

Ilene Florit

Customer Service
Representative B, Med B
TelRphone Comm. Unit III

Data En try Operator, Private
Business Claims Prepa ration

Teresa Thornbu rg

Secretary A, Government
Programs Developmen t

Debbie McCormack

Harvey Gee

Tammy A tallah

A rlene Marcus

Claims Exa m iner B, State
Group Cla ims - Unit II

Customer Service
RPpresentative B, Med B
Telephone Comm. Unit II

Michael A rnette
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Corporate Direction: Visions, Values
and Strategic Planning

Clerk B, Med B Mail
Upera tions

Ererutive Secrpta riJ B, VP
Public A.ffa i rs & Corporate
Secretary

D ennis Ki ncaid

Senior Sales Represen tative,
A DS Chlirgeback Hea lth Options
of Jnx

F rank Liou

Data Entry Operator·, Private
Business Claims Preva ratian

Systems A nalyst PAS,
Utilization & Health Care
A nalysis - Info. Svc.

Jackson ville A udit Branch

Cherie Backer

Tampa Branch A udit

Cla ims Exa m i ner B,
Comprehensi ve Cla ims Un it II

ClPrk B, Outgoing Mail
Opera t ions
Clm·ms Ern m inPr B,
Comprehensive Cla ims Un it II

competition with us today.
rate of change is incredible. In
industry, we have to have a g
strategic plan to survive. ' '
Anticipated Dates
According to Demery, the strat<
plans for the market segm(
should be completed by Octol
with the overall corporate r
completed by November. But
emphasized that (a) the goal i:
do the job correctly, not quicl
and that (b) the strategic plans ·
never be final.
" Once we have a solid strati
plan, we will continue to mo<
and improve it, ' ' said Dem<
"That' s the only way it will
effective . ' '
' ' By the end of the year, you
see from strategic planning rr
surable goals for each market :
ment, " said Hubbard . "This
help focus all our planning effo
and will actually make plannir
lot simpler. Projects will be p
ned based on a clearly stated s
tegic direction. This should re
in higher quality plans that
move the organization along
path to our long term goals. ' '

St. Pete District Q[fice

Jacquoline Burke

Jacks01wille A udit Branch

Alice Cooke

Comp,·ehensive Cla i ms Un it I

Rosly n E vans

Coral Gables A udit Branch

Leroy Fouts , J r.

Marketing A dv. & Sales Pronw.

Janice Martin

Med. B Cla ims Ern m in ing

Nicholette Mills

Med. B Com m u n ications Un it I V

Marily n Muehlbrandt

Dir. PPO Western Region

Ro bert Richards
A ctua rial

Shi rley Soucy

A DS Plan ner, A DS Development

Strategic Planning
Another element critical to corpor-

ate success is strategic planning.
Just what is strategic planning? To
p araph rase management guru
P eter Drucker, strategic planning
is a way to make major decisions
with a good understanding of what
the possible future consequences
might be. At the Florida Plan, stra
tegic planning will involve de
veloping an indepth understanding
of the markets in which the cor
poration does business. Strategic
planning will be an effort to iden
tify, understand and develop stra
tegies for dealing with the complex
health care environment in each of
those markets.
Toward that end, the corpora
tion will establish specific accoun
tabilities for planning in each of
our primary competitive markets.
In conj unction with the Corporate
Direction Task Force, they will ul
timately result in specific market
goals and strategies.
' ' The bottom line for us, ' ' says
Tony H ubbard, director of Corpor
ate Planning, ' ' is that a one-year
look is not nearly enough for us to
determine the course of the indus
try. The organizations that we did
business with six months ago are in

Patricia B rady

Tho mas Summerill

Diane Tho mpson

Cla i ms Exa m i ner B, PPO
Claims & Customer Service

Coral Gables A udit Branch

Patrice Robinso n

Clerk B, Upera t ional &
Techn ical Support

Maria Tho mas

Susan Manis

Ma riaelena Alvarez

Joel S mith

Statistical Research Associate,
Statistical

Patri cia Lo ng

Sales Representa t i ve, ADS New
Development - Tampa

At Blue Cross and Blue Shield of
Florida, 1 985 will be a pivotal year
in establishing the long term
strategic direction for the
organization .
' 'To survive, an organization
must face the future knowing
what it wants to be, how it wants
to get there and have clearly
established operating principles to
g u i d e behavio r , ' ' says C arl
Demery, vice president of Plan
ning Research. ' 'In current slang,
that is expressing corporate direc
tion in terms of vision, values and
strategy, " says Demery.
Corporate Direction
Helping the organization establish
this direction is the charge of
Demery and his Task Force on Cor
porate Direction . With representa
tion from a cross section of man
agement, this group will work
directly with executive staff in
formally defining vision, values
and operating principles for the
company and in helping the organ
ization conduct a thorough busi
ness analysis.

Motors Retirees Crn tral Un it
Ft. Myers District Office

10 Years
Peggy B ennett

Consu mer Resea rch

Margie Clayto n
Ca.�h iers

Dave Dufresne, health industry analyst,

Utilization Man agement.

Pictured from left to righ t: Hearl Branch, ma nager of Government Progra ms Deve1
ment; L arry Reynolds, manager of Government Programs Stra tegic Plan ning; Ja
Morgan, senior analyst, Opera t ions Control and Improvement; Bill Price, m a nage
State and Special Ma rkel'>.
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Cover
Strategic planning is crucial in direct
ing the future of the corporation.
George Werth illustrates this concept
on the cover with his colored pencil
drawing on gray paper. Werth has
been an illustrator for over 20 years,
having worked in New York, Chicago
and Houston. Born in Charleston,
South Carolina, he now produces illu
strations and design work for The
Malone Group in Jacksonville.
Jean McComb, Manager
Beth McElligott, Editor
Barry-K idd & Associates, Inc . , Design
The Malone Group, Cover Design
Barry-Kidd & Associates, Inc., Production

Profile has a new look. That ' s be
cause this magazine is intended to
be a profile of the company, and
the company has changed. It's
more sophisticated . More things
are happening. To keep you up to
date with the changes, Profile will
be published monthly .
Purpose of Profile
Profile is designed to be a forum
for sharing information, clarifying
corporate goals and priorities, re
cognizing accomplishments, and
discussing employee concerns. In
order to do all this, we need your
help.
When your department has news
to report, please write a short sum
mary , include your name and
phone number, and send it to:
E d itor, Corporate Communica
tions, 4T.
Get Your Questions Answered
In the next issue of Profile, there
will be a Letters to the Editor
column . If you have comments or
questions about material in Profile
or about the company, send them
to: Letters, Corporate Communica
tions, 4T. Comments or questions
will be directed to the appropriate
areas for consideration or answers.
Letters must be signed so that
responses can be returned. With
permission, letters of general in
terest to employees will be pub
lished in Profile.
I hope you enjoy this issue and
succeeding issues of Profile. Let
me know what you think !
Beth McE lligott
Editor

Dir. Systems Support

Qua l ily Assu ra nce

PARD A u tmna tPd Desk

Barry Noorig ian

Robert Bunch promoted to
Deborah Chandler
promoted to

8011/hn,1 RPgio n a l ()_[fire

Mary Peavy

Cornprehens i 1 1P Cla i ms Un it I

Gon Pham

tffmp11 /Pr Oper(l f io ns Adm in.

Bertha Scott

Inter Pla n Cla im.�

Oralee Smith

MN/. B Re1>iews & Hearings

Frances Tucker

Med. B Claims E ra m in ing

Susan Weeks

()11/goi11g M<l il 01wra lioris

Director PAS Marketing, i n
Na t ional Marketing

Michael Spain promoted to

Sh ipping Clerk B, in Stockroom
/Wa rehouse Per·son nel

Carolyn Tennison
promoted to

Group En rol/men/ Ma.,IPr, in
Gmup Membership
Co m m u n ications

Anne Turner promoted to

PPG Customer Rela tions, in
PPG Cla i1ns1Cuslomer Servici:'

Bertie Vereen promoted to

Sen ior SrhPdu ln·, in ComJ)'ll ler
()pera t ions A d m i n ist ra t io n

James Wade promoted to

HMO Reg ist. e1· a nd Bookkeeper,
in ADS

Sandra Wallace promoted to

Co n t rol A na lyst EDP, in
I'roductirm/Cha nge Co n t rol

Rushon Watson promoted to

PPG Customer Rela t io ns, in
PPG Clo ims/Customer Service

Marilyn West moreland
promoted to

Tech n ica l A na lyst EDP, in
Systems Developmen t

Renita White promoted to

PPG Customer Rela t ions, i n
PPG Cla i1ns/Custome r Service

Rosaland Whitehead
promoted to

Donna Dupree promoted to
R ita Franklin promoted to
Terry Gask ill promoted to
Carol Green promoted to

Carol Gustafson promoted to

Nina Christmas

Lo nn ie Holton promoted to

Corporate BurlgPt

Nad ine Smith

Bemfits A dm i n islmtirm

Jacqueline Jones promoted to

Margaret White

Cynthia Lanford promoted to

30 Years

Mazalia McWhite
promoted to

V.P. & Med ical Dir<'clors

William Markey

Tampa Districl (�[{ice

Promotions
Leonor Amargo promoted to

Sen ior Systems A rw/ysl PAS, in
Customer S11pporl

SPrretary B, in Gm,ern men t
Rela t io ns
Sen ior EDP Product ion
Co nt rn/ler, in Production/
Change Co n t rol

Ju n iu r Control A rwlysl, in
Production/Cha ngP Co ntrol

Rehecca Bolin promoted to
Gmup A cco u n t Specia l ist, in
Group Mem bership
Co m m 11. 11 iro t ions

A ccou n ta n t II, in Inter-Pla n
Records
Stock Clerk B, in Computer
Opera tions A d m i n istra t io n

Secreta ry B, in Medical
Director I

Nellie R ichardson
transferred to

Co rrPspondence Represen ta l i ve,
in Medicare H Cornmim ications ill

Connie Rogers transferred to

Software Special ist, in Software
TPrh n iral Support

Mary Talley transferred to

Accmrn la nt I, in Nat ional
Acco u n t., RPceivable

PPG Customer Relations, in
PPG Cla ims/Customer Service

A uditor IV, in Fi nal Selllemen t

A uditor IV, in Coral Gables
A udit Branch
Control Clerk B, in Inqu iry
Co n t rol

Secretciry A , in Progrci m
Safegua rds
ADS Plcm ner, in ADS
Development

Marian Thomas
transferred to

Opera tions A na lyst I, i n
Benefits Adm i n istra t io n

Mary Z ingaro transferred to

Supervisor Medicare B Claims
Progra m, in Med B Claims
E:ra m inci t ion

Correspondence Represen tative,
in Medicare B Com m u n ications I
Cooresponclence Represen tative,
in Medica re B Com. m u n ications V

Frances W ingate
promoted to

Statistical Clerk, in Cost
Accou nt ing

Prr!{essional Rela t ion.,
Represr,n /a ti1 >P, in Physicia n
RPlotions North

Anita Capps transferred to

Secretary B, in Direr/or
Pnlfess iona/ Reimbii rse-m.eri t

Linda Dunbar transferred to

Customer Seruice
RPpresentati1 1e, in
Crmgress ioncr l & Spec ial Cla ims

Gail Elsey transferred to

Katherine Robinson
promoted to

A uditor IV, in A udit a n d
Research

Jose Porto transferred to

CorrPsponrlence Rr>presentative,
in Medicare B Cmn m u n icalim1.s III

Larry Bold promoted to

Michael Hodges
transferred to

Correspondence Representa.t i ve,
in D irect Marketing Inqu iry

Gary Brown transferred to

Rob in Rannow promoted to

Ra.tP RPviPw A nalyst, in
1/osp ita l Cha rge A udit

Mark Poleski transferred to

Console Opera tor, in Compu ter
Opaa t ions A d m i n istra t io n

Wendy Bedran promoted to

Marlene Fowler
transferred to

Mic·rograph ics Product ion, in
SRC Docu m.ent Film i ng

Victoria Baum transferred to

Gon Pham promoted to

Sr. V. P. Corp. Co m m u n ications
/Advertis i ng, in V.P. Spec ia l
Markets

J. Robert McGarvey
transferred to

Robert Owens promoted to

lnserl i ny Mach inP Opvra tur, in
()utgoing Ma il

Robert Endriss
transferred to

Sect ion Leader IX, in Federal
Employee Support

Transfers

Ma11agp1· lnst i l u l ional
RP imbursernen t

Jean Poteet promoted Lo

Secretary B, i n Gouern ment
Progra m MarkPl ing

Control A nalyst EDP, in
Product ion/Change Co n t rol

Beverly Osteen promoted to

Charles Beaufort Jr.
promoted to

Ma nager, Nat io n a l Marketi ng,
in Na t ional Ma rketing

Erecu l i ve Secreta n.J, in V. P.
Go vern men tal & Legislative
Relations

Marcia Smith promoted to

Penny Hagan promoted to

Hea ring q[ficers - Med. B

Valerie Saunders
promoted to

Sclwduler, in Co mpu ter
Opera t io ns A d m i n istra t io n

Vonnise Cobb promoted to

15 Years
John Edmonds

Supervisor Medica re B
Co m m u n ica t ions, in Med. B
Telephone Co m m.

Nancy Shears promoted to

Darrell Cole promoted to
Rn > i1no

Jeffrey Rust promoted to

PPO Network Represen tat i ve,
in Director PPO Northern

Keith Coker promoted to

Patricia Nadeau
Ngoc Nguyen

Correspondence Re-presen ta tiue,
Medicare B Com m u n ica t io ns
Un it J V

In ternal A uditor JI, in In ternal
A u dit.

Other Carrier L iability

15

Cynthia Braswell promoted to

EDP Pla n n ing A na lyst, in
S1!f/111are Tech n ical Support

Acco u n t ing Clerk C, in Cost
Arr·o u n t ing
CustomPr Ser v ice
RP1n·psen ta t i 1 1e, in Walk-In/
Pmt 1 idp1· Information

C11.stomer Service
RepresPn la l i ve, in Inform a t ion
De-pa rl men t

+(I

Blue Cross
Blue Shield

of Florida
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